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DEDICATION 
This report is dedicated to the residents of the Little Cannon River Watershed, 
past, present and future, with respect for the responsibility to leave future 
generations with a healthy land base and water resources. 
We face the question whether a still higher 'standard of living' is worth 
its cost in things natural, wild, and free. 
... Aldo Leopold 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report is the final product of the University of Minnesota 1987 Resource 
and Community Development Interdisciplinary Seminar. The data, findings, and 
recommendations are entirely the result of student research. The report attempts 
to make a brief examination of water resources, physical characteristics, population 
and land use in the Little Cannon River Watershed (LCRW). In addition, it lists 
management practices and conservation programs available to residents of the 
watershed and presents recommendations of the seminar's participants to address 
water concerns in the watershed. 
Today the emphasis in dealing with water resources concerns is on 
understanding natural processes in the environment and applying relatively simple, 
low cost land use practices to prevent damage rather than constructing expensive 
control structures and treatment systems for after the fact cleanup. Also, these 
practices are frequently the only effective way to address non point source pollution 
(low concentrations of undesirable materials drained from a large area and entering 
a body of water at many points). Increasingly, these changes in land management 
practices are being mandated or encouraged by laws such as the 1985 Farm Bill and 
the Reinvest in Minnesota Program. It is widely believed that these practices will 
result in long term benefits to agricultural productivity, wildlife habitat, tourism, 
and lower maintenance costs for transportation and navigation facilities, and it is 
these practices that this report endorses. 
Acquiring information for the report was complicated by the fact that the 
watershed is not contained within a single political boundary. Also specific 
measurements of physical characteristics were frequently unavailable for the specific 
area . 
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FIGURE 1: Orientation Map 
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 
The Cannon River has played a major role in the development of the LCRW. 
At one time it was a transportation route for American Indians and fur traders. 
This winding river later attracted settlers. It powered the sawmills and gristmills, 
making the communities along its banks prosperous. 
Numerous prehistoric sites in the Cannon River Valley, usually campsites, 
indicate that the valley area was an important transportation route between the 
Mississippi River and Western plains for early settlers. In addition, the valley was 
a seasonally rich source of fish, game, and wild plants. Cultivation and construction 
are threatening, or have destroyed many cultural resources, such as the remains of 
early homesteads as well as those of sawmills and gristmills. 
The present name of the river is a mispronunciation of the original French 
name "Canot" which came from the stories of the explorers. One of the first 
permanent settlers of the Cannon River Valley was Alex Faribault. As agent of the 
American Fur Company, he established a trading post now known as Cannon Lake in 
1826. Here Faribault located a trading post and built the first framed house in Rice 
County. 
The Cannon River and its tributaries offered several attributes: the streams 
offered a sources of power, the floodplains offered extensive tracts of fertile land, 
and the uplands had dense stands of hardwood forests. As immigration began, the 
territorial government built roads to accommodate the influx of settlers. The city 
of Cannon Falls was established along a road. The city became a stopping place 
for thousands of immigrants in the l 850's. 
Before the opening of the railroad service in the l 850's, hides, furs and 
ginseng root were the principal exports of the Cannon River area. As shipping 
facilities improved, exploitation of the big woods began and the number of sawmills 
along the Cannon River increased dramatically. As the removal of the forests 
opened the land for cultivation, the .Cannon River Valley became one of the most 
important wheat areas in the country. The sawmills were converted to grist mills, 
and by 1877 there were fifteen flour mills along the twenty miles of the river 
between Faribault and Northfield. 
From 1874 and for many years thereafter, Goodhue County was described as 
the banner wheat county in the U.S. However, this good fortune did not last long. 
Soil exhaustion _and insects brought repeated wheat failures which caused the decline 
of the Cannon River Valley as a wheat center. 
The railroads and milling industry not only contributed to the prosperity but 
also to the eventual decline of the Cannon River Valley. Milling became 
concentrated in the Twin Cities following the expansion of the railroads. The 
population migrated westward and by 1910 the Cannon River Valley ceased to be a 
milling center and only one of its original fifteen mills survived. 
The start of the water problems began over 100 years ago during the period 
when the hardwood forests were cleared which adversely affected environment and 
ecology of the river valley. This change contributed to flooding, wetland production, 
and erosion. In addition, a different agriculture of dairying and beef production, on 
top of different and emerging demands for newer grain crops, made a particular 
impact on soil and water quality, as well as soil and water practices. 
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WORKS CONSULTED 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 
Harrison, Christin. Cultural Resources Along the Cannon River Valley. 
Resolutions, Test Files, and Official Documents. Hamline University, St. Paul, 
Minnesota. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
GENERAL POPULATION TRENDS 
The Little Cannon River Watershed (LCR W) falls within the boundaries of six 
townships in Goodhue County and one in Rice County. The townships are: Cannon 
Falls, Holden, Leon, Warsaw, Stanton, Wannamingo, Wheeling. This section examines 
population trends of these townships from 1920 to 1980. The results will give an 
approximation of the number of people who live in the watershed and also will 
provide a base for predicting population trends into the future. 
The LCR W population data was aggregated by township and adjusted to 
approximate the actual population residing within the LCRW. The adjustment 
reflects the percent of the township which is contained within the watershed. 
Figure 2 is a summary of the demographics for the area: it gives a comparison of 
the totals for the seven townships and the adjusted numbers for the LCR W. 
The 1980 Census Data for the county of Cannon Falls, and the townships of: 
Cannon Falls, Leon, Holden, Stanton, Wannamingo and Warsaw in Goodhue County 
and Wheeling in Rice County. 
TABLE 1: Demographic Summary of LCRW Population 
ITEM 
Count of All Persons 
Count of Families 
Count of Households 
TOT AL OF 7 TOWNSHIPS* 
5321 
1401 
1606 
Population By Age and Gender 
Age 
Under 16 
16 - 24 
25 - 34 
35 - 44 
45 - 54 
55 - 65 ~ 
65+ 
TOTAL 
Female/Male 
756/804 
399/490 
355/374 
372/372 
251/267 
197/218 
212/254 
2542/2779 
LCR W ADJUSTED** 
1800 
476 
541 
Female/Male 
258/272 
243/303 
278/284 
77/85 
856/944 
* 
** 
Total derived from combination of subtotal from the 7 townships. 
*** 
See explanation for the calculation of the LCR W Adjusted figures under 
demographics introductory paragraph. 
All employment figures are for persons 16 years and over. 
(U.S. Census, 1940-80} 
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TABLE 2: Demographic Summary of Income/Workplace in the LCRW 
ITEM TOT AL OF 7 TOWNSHIPS* LCR W ADJUSTED** 
Households By Income Type 
Earnings 
Wages or Salary 1256 418 
Non-Farm Self Employment 252 89 
Farm Self Employment 629 225 
Interest, Dividends, Rental 866 293 
Social Security 370 126 
Public Assistance 55 15 
All Other 305 98 
Households Income Distribution 
Less than $2500 63 19 
$2500 to $9999 292 108 
$10000 to $24999 694 229 
$25000 to $49000 479 158 
$50000 to $74999 49 17 
$75000 or more 26 10 
Employed Persons By Industry 
Agriculture 590 214 
Construction 153 54 
Manufacturing 430 137 
Transportation 88 31 
Communications & Utilities 23 8 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 417 129 
Finance, Insurance 
& Real Estate 62 18 
Business Repair Services 51 17 
Personal, Entertainment 
& Recreation Services 30 10 
Professional 
& Related Services 380 131 
Public Administration 52 16 
***Employed Persons -- Class of Work 
Private Wage, Salary 1373 460 
Federal Government 51 17 
State Government 57 17 
Local Government 137 46 
Self-employment 582 195 
Unpaid worker 84 28 
***Workers By Place of Work 
In Same County 1613 540 
Outside of County 546 176 
Outside of State 14 4 
Not Reported 86 30 
* 
** 
Total derived from combination of subtotal from the 7 townships. 
*** 
See explanation for the calculation of the LCR W Adjusted figures under 
demographics introductory paragraph. 
All employment figures are for persons 16 years and over. (U.S. Census, 1940-80) 
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TABLE 3: Demographic Summary of Housing Units 
ITEM TOTAL OF 7 TOWNSHIPS* 
Count of Housing Units 
Persons In Residences In Rural Areas 
Farm 
Non-Farm 
Year-Round Housing Units 
I. By Source of Water 
I. Municipal system 
2. Individual Well 
a. Drilled 
b. Dug 
3. Other 
II. By Sewage Disposal 
I. Public Sewer (sanitary) 
2. Septic Tank/Cesspool 
3. Other 
1680 
1980/1970 
2107 /2415 
3169/2861 
65 
1438 
31 
28 
55 
1539 
65 
LCRW ADJUSTED** 
566 
1980/1970 
780/924 
638/575 
16 
488 
46 
12 
14 
522 
26 
* 
** 
Total derived from combination of subtotal from the 7 townships. 
*** 
See explanation for the calculation of the LCR W Adjusted figures under 
demographics introductory paragraph. 
All employment figures are for persons 16 years and over. 
(U.S. Census, 1940-80) 
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The following percentages represent the proportions of each township located 
in the LCRW. In Goodhue County they are: 22% of Cannon Falls, 61% of Holden, 
55% of Leon, 47% of Warsaw, 19% of Stanton, and 30% of Wannamingo. In Rice 
County, 17% of Wheeling township fell within the LCRW. These proportions were 
used whenever data was available by township (See Figure 2). 
60 
3: 
a: (.) 40 Ill % in LCRW ....J 
.5 
~ 0 
20 
FIGURE 2: Percent of Township in LCRW (U.S. Census, 1940-80) 
The total population of the watershed is 1800 -- 944 males and 856 females. 
Of the number, 530 persons (29%) are under 16 years of age and 162 (9%) are 65 
years of age or older. The age group of 35 to 44 represents 32% of the total 
number in the range of 25 to 64 years of age. It is projected for Goodhue County 
that the 35 to 39 age group will increase by 15% and the 40-44 age group will 
increase 8% (See Figure 3). 
Cl> 200 
"iii 
~ 
1111 Female 
---.9:1 II Male n, E 
Q) 100 LL 
0-15 1 6-34 35-44 45-64 65+ 
Age (years) 
FIGURE 3: Age Distribution (U.S. Census, 1940-80) 
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Housing and Household Characteristics 
There is a total of 556 housing units in the LCRW, comprised of 476 families 
and 541 households. Of these housing units, 88% (488) obtain their water from 
drilled wells, 8% (40) obtain their water from dug wells and only 22 housing units 
use water from municipal system or private companies (See Figure 4). 
.~ 
C 
:::::, 
C> 
C 
"iii 
::> 
0 
I 
0 
=1:1: 
Drilled wells 
II Housing Units 
Dug wells Public/private 
FIGURE 4: Water Sources (U .S. Census, 1940-80) 
These percentages signify the importance of ground water quality to the 
individual residents because of the lack of treated water being used in homes. 
Septic tanks or cesspools provide the means for sewage disposal for 522 housing 
units. Sanitary sewer systems are utilized by 14 units and 26 units dispose of 
sewage by unspecified means (See Figure 5). 
600 
500 
-~ 400 C 
:::::, 
C> 
C 
"iii . 300 
::> 
0 
II Housing Units 
I 
-
200 0 
=1:1: 
100 
0 
Septic tank Public sewer Other means 
FIGURE 5: Types of Sewage Disposal (U.S. Census, 1940-80) 
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According to 1979 statistics, 314 households derived their income from self-
employment; 225 from farming activities and 89 from non-farming occupations. 
Wages or salaries were earned by 418 households. Additionally, 293 households had 
income from interest, dividends and rental properties. Public assistance provided 
income for 15 households. (See Figure 6). 
-0 
# 
Salary Interest Farming Non-farm Welfare 
Source of Income 
FIGURE 6: Sources of Income 
Bl Housing Units 
(U.S . Census, 1940-80) 
In 1979, the household income distribution was: less than $2,500 -- 19; $2,500 
to $9,999 -- 108; $10,000 to $75,000 -- 175 and 10 households has gross incomes 
over $75,000 (See Figure 7). 
3.21% 6.09% 
56.09% 
FIGURE 7: Income Distribution 
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Employment Characteristics 
The 1980 Census data shows that the agriculture industry (this category 
includes forestry, fisheries, and mining industries) as the primary employer in the 
LCRW with 214 employees (See Figure 8). Manufacturing, professional and related 
services employ 137 of the workers. Retail trades employ 99 and the personal, 
entertainment and recreation industries employ approximately 10 (1 %) of the work 
force. 
1.67% 
46.67% 
FIGURE 8: Employment By Industry 
GI Agriculture 
11 Manufacturing 
111111 Retail 
(zl Entertainment 
(U.S . Census, 1940-80) 
Of the workers in the watershed, 60% ( 460) receive wages or salaries from 
non-government sources. The self-employed comprise the second largest sector 
(195) 25% of the work force. Government (federal, state and local) employees 
number less than 50. 
Census data indicates that 540 employees worked within the County, 176 
worked outside of the County and four persons worked outside of the state. 
Unemployment in the watershed, according to the figures, was 12.4% of the total 
work force within the watershed. Unemployed males averaged 14 weeks without 
work and females averaged 11 weeks without employment. 
Rationale and Assumptions 
This data was gathered in order to establish a profile of the residents in the 
LCRW. These numbers and trends represent only a portion of the total profile of 
the residents. In any information gathering task, assumptions are sometimes made. 
In this section not all figures were adjusted to fit the watershed. A watershed 
does not represent an area with legal boundaries and this made data gathering 
difficult. For instance, the population trends section is based on the assumption 
that households are equally distributed throughout the township. By multiplying the 
percentage of the township in the watershed by the total population in the 
township, the LCRW adjusted figures were obtained (See Figure 10). 
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TABLE 4: Township Population Data 1920 - 1980 
I 
TOWNSHIP YEAR POPULATION % w/in ADJUSTED LCRW 
I LCRW POPULATION 
CANNON FALLS 1920 810 22% 78.2 
I 1930 733 161.3 1940 751 165.2 
1950 728 160.2 
I 1960 741 163.0 1970 1023 225.1 
1980 1373 302.1 
I CANNON FALLS CITY 1920 1315 50% 657.5 1930 1358 679.0 
1940 1544 772.0 
I 1950 1831 915.5 1960 2055 1027.5 
1970 2072 1036.0 
I 1980 2653 1325.5 HOLDEN 1920 856 61% 522.2 
1930 741 452.0 I 1940 698 425.8 1950 592 361.1 
1960 540 329.4 
I 1970 466 284.3 1980 504 307.4 
I LEON 1920 877 55% 482.4 1930 872 479.6 1940 832 457.6 
1950 686 377.3 
I 1960 713 392.2 1970 683 375.7 
1980 902 496.1 
I STANTON 1920 525 19% 99.8 1930 510 96.9 
I 
1940 471 89.5 
1950 412 78.3 
· 1960 475 90.3 
1970 722 137.2 
I 1980 918 174.4 
WANAMINGO 1920 883 30% 264.9 
I 1930 717 215.1 1940 748 224.4 1950 672 201.6 
1960 546 163.8 
I 1970 498 149.4 1980 511 153.3 ( 
I (CONTINUED ... ) 
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Continuation of TABLE 4 ... 
TOWNSHIP 
WARSAW 
Farm Data 
YEAR 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1980 
POPULATION % w /in 
LCRW 
844 47% 
803 
732 
622 
568 
659 
591 
ADJUSTED LCRW 
POPULATION 
396.7 
377.4 
344.0 
292.3 
267.0 
309.7 
277.8 
(U.S. Census , 1940-80) · 
Farms decreased by 6% (112) from 1,952 to 1,840 between 1978 and 1982. Farm 
numbers are projected to drop further to 1,688 farms by the year 1990. 
The area of land devoted to farming decreased from 408,186 acres in 1978 to 
407,103 acres in 1982. Eighty three percent of county land is allocated to farming. 
A summary of 1982 harvested croplands indicates that there were 1,626 farms 
totaling 284,236 acres. Of these farms 905 were under cultivation and owned by 
full-time farmers, part-owner farmers cultivated 518 farms while tenants cultivated 
203 farms. 
Of 1,840 farm operators 1,628 lived on the farm while 212 lived off the farm. 
The average age of operators was 46.8 years and the average operator tenure was 
17.2 years. 
From 1978 to 1982 there was a 16.8% decrease in farms using fertilizers. In 
addition, there was a 7% decrease in acreage fertilized, and a 9.5% decrease in the 
amount of fertilizer used. 
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LAND CHARACTERISTICS 
GEOLOGY 
The geology of the area consists of pre-Cambrian rock overlain by a series of 
Paleozoic sedimentary rock formations Which were formed during the Cambrian and 
Ordovician ages 570 to 440 million years ago. These formations were laid down by 
a series of warm, shallow continental seas. The resulting rock formations are made 
up of sandstone, limestone, dolomite, shale and siltstone many of which act as 
bedrock aquifers. 
Covering the bedrock formations to a depth of several hundred feet are glacial 
deposits of sand, silt, gravel, till and loess which were formed during separate 
glacial events during the Pleistocene period some ten thousand years ago. As the 
glaciers receded glacial meltwater cut the Cannon River's deep valley through these 
deposits. · 
LCR W Aquifers 
The LCRW is covered by glacial deposits ranging from O to 200 feet deep. In 
the Cannon River Valley and along the lower part of the Little Cannon River these 
deposits consist of Wisconsin Age river alluvium, (silt, sand, and gravel) and glacial 
outwash (shallow surficial deposits of sand and gravel generally mantled with thin 
alluvial deposits and having aquifers at or near the surface). In the central portion 
of the watershed on either side of the Little Cannon River are deposits of 
Pre-Wisconsin Age end moraine and old gray till up to 100 feet thick with aquifers 
of buried sand and gravel lenses at various depths. In the Southeastern and 
Southwestern areas of the watershed Pre-Wisconsin Age loess. deposits up to 200 
feet deep are found. Water obtained from surficial aquifers is used locally for 
stock, irrigation, and domestic water supply. These aquifers are restricted in area, 
generally of low yield and susceptible to contamination from surface pollutants. 
Exploratory drilling must be done to determine the feasibility of their use. 
Underlying these glacial deposits are a series of bedrock formations consisting 
of five major aquifers having moderate to high yields of good quality water and two 
major confining formations which retard downward movement of surface pollutants 
to aquifers below. The bedrock aquifers contain large quantities of water and have 
good potential for development throughout the watershed. 
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Undifferentiated Drift 
Aquifers are buried lenses of sand and gravel at various depths. Maximum 
thickness: 200 ft. Yields generally low. Generally less than 500 mg/1 TDS, hardness 
usually exceeds 180 mg/1 as CaCO3. 
Galena Dolomite 
Gray limestone and dolomitic limestone yields water from fractures and solution 
cavities. Approximately 200 ft. thick. Not found everywhere in the watershed. 
Decorah Shale-Platteville Limestone-Glenwood Shale 
These three formations restrict vertical water movement. Combined thickness 
approximately 135 ft. thick. Small quantities of water available from Decorah and 
Platteville. Not found throughout watershed. 
St. Peter Sandstone 
Light yellow to white, medium to fine grained sandstone, thin clay layer at base 
retards vertical water movement. Approximately I 00 ft. thick. Moderate yields, 
generally 100 to 250 gpm, up to 1000 gpm. Poorly cemented, wells tend to fill with 
sand. 
Jordan Sandstone 
Yellow to white, coarse to medium grained quartzose sandstone, hydrologically 
connected to Prairie du Chien Group. Approximately 100 ft. thick. Moderate to high 
yields, generally 300 to 600 gpm. Large water supplies available everywhere in 
watershed, good potential for development. 
St. Lawrence-Franconia Formation 
St. Lawrence is silty, sandy dolomite and shale which retards vertical water 
movement. Franconia is greenish very fine grained sandstone that does not yield 
much water. Together approximately 180 ft. thick. 
Ironville-Galesville Sandstone 
Medium to coarse grained sandstone. Galesville slightly less silty than Ironville. 
Approximately 50 ft. thick. Moderate yields, generally 100 to 500 gpm. Could 
supply water anywhere in the watershed. 
Eau Claire Sandstone 
Gray to reddish brown sandstone, siltstone, and shale that retards vertical water 
movement. May yield small amounts of water. Approximately 100 ft. thick . 
Mount Simon Sandstone 
Gray to pink, medium to coarse grained sandstone, approximately 100 ft. thick . 
Moderate to high yields, generally 200 to 700 gpm, up to 2000 gpm locally. Could 
supply water to entire watershed, deep drilling necessary. 
Precambrian Rock-Hinckley Sandstone 
Buff to red, coarse to fine grained sandstone and siltstone, yields small amounts of 
water. Red elastics are red silty sandstone and siltstone that generally do not yield 
water. Combined thickness up to and exceeding 1500 ft. 
FIGURE 9: Simplified Geologic Cross Section (Thiel, 1944) 
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TOPOGRAPHY 
The topography of the watershed is varied. The Western and Southern upland 
portions range from level to gently rolling. In the Central and Eastern portions the 
topography is characterized by steep slopes and deep ravines which were cut into 
the glacial deposits by streams such as Butler Creek. Elevations range from 650 
feet above sea level in the Cannon River valley to over 1200 feet above sea level in 
the uplands of the LCRW. 
SOIL ASSOCIATIONS IN THE LCRW 
Soils within the Little Cannon River Watershed are formed from various 
materials, including windblown silt (loess), glacial till and river and stream deposits 
(alluvium), as well as combinations of these materials. The LCRW contains eight 
soil associations as defined in the Goodhue County Soil Survey (See Figure 10). 
Soils in the uplands of the watershed contains the Racine-Ostrander-Maxfield 
and Mt. Carrol-Garwin-Port Byron associations. The Racine-Ostrander-Maxfield is 
formed primarily from loess and partially from glacial till. These soils are found on 
nearly-level to sloping landscapes. The soils range from well-drained to poorly-
drained. Upland soils are generally well-drained. Soils found in drainage ways may 
have a seasonal water table and may be poorly to very:..poorly-drained. Slopes in 
this area range from 200 to 500 feet in length. The risk of erosion is considered 
moderate on these soils. 
Soils in the dissected uplands and the narrow tributary valleys of streams of 
the watershed are grouped into the Seaton-Racine-Marlean, Timula-Frontenac, and 
Seaton-Frontenac-Chaseburg associations. They were formed in very recent 
alluvium, very deep loess, loess and glacial till, and loess and bedrock residuum. 
These soils are found on nearly level to very steep landscapes. They are mostly 
well-drained, and formed primarily under deciduous (hardwood) forests. 
Nearly level to steep Seaton and Racine soils are found on the crests of · 
uplands; sloping to steep Racine soils are found on the sides of entrenched drainage 
ways and ravines; and very steep Marlean soils are on walls of the stream valleys. 
These upland soils are generally well-drained. Runoff is medium to very rapid, and a 
large amount of sediment is deposited in streams. The hazard of erosion is 
considered moderate to seyere on these soils. Management is needed to control 
erosion and runoff in cultivated areas. 
For more information about the soil associations in the LCR W consult the 
Goodhue County Soil Survey. 
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SOIL ASSOCIATIONS 
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FIGURE 10: Soil Associations of the LCRW 
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VEGETATION 
The LCRW Original Vegetation Map was derived from the work of Francis J. 
Marschner, "Map of the Original Vegetation of Minnesota" (See Figure I I). 
Marschner's map depicts Southern Minnesota vegetation as it probably existed 
between 1850-1875. While the vegetation in the area was rela~ively stable, the exact 
boundaries were flexible. This map should not be interpreted as a record of long-
standing climax vegetation. Most of the information for this map came from U.S. 
General Land Office Surveys made between 1850-1905. Many of the areas Marschner 
mapped had been modified by fire in the decades, or years just prior to the land 
surveys. 
WETLANDS 
Within the LCR W wetlands constitute a small part of the total land area. 
The wetlands which do exist are located in the floodplain of the Little Cannon 
River. These wetlands are depressions which periodically fill with water and 
temporarily store it during short-term dry seasons. 
Waterfowl habitat in the LCR W is limited due to the shortage of natural 
wetlands. The Little Cannon River and its tributaries provided some waterfowl 
habitat. In addition, marshes provide potential for wetland development. This is 
because they are poorly to very poorly-drained soils and remain wet most of the 
time. 
FISHERIES 
The Little Cannon River and its tributaries provide good fishable waters, 
although the numbers of fish and accessible locations are limited. Fishing can take 
place anywhere along the 26.6 miles of the Little Cannon River, but public access to 
the river is limited to the bridges and the municipal park located in the City of 
Cannon Falls. In the upper portions of the watershed, there are extreme 
fluctuations in water levels resulting in marginal fish habitat. 
The Oxford Sportsman's Club maintains a program for collecting fees for trout 
caught. The fee revenues are used to stock the Little Cannon River. A management 
goal of the DNR is to aid the Oxford Sportsman's Club in their "catch and release" 
program for optimum use of the stocked trout. The DNR provides the club with 
3,000 brown trout fingerlings annually to be reared as. yearlings before being 
released into the stream. 
The ecological classification of the river is split up into different sections. 
Figure 13 depicts the ecological classification of river sections. They are: 
Mile 0.0 to 0.3 is Class IIE warm-water gamefish-cosmopolitan, 
Mile 0.3 to 10.0 is Class IV rough fish-forage fish, 
Mile 10.0 to 16.8 is Class ID marginal trout, 
Mile 16.8 to 26.6 is Class III warm-water feeder. 
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FIGURE 11: Original Vegetation Map 
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Winter kills of fish in rivers are uncommon. There has not been any report of 
winter kill on the Little Cannon River; therefore, management of winter kill waters 
is not necessary. However, on October 28, 1981 there was a fish kill due to a liquid 
hog manure spill. An estimated 600 non-game fish and seven Rainbow Trout were 
killed. 
Pollution control for improved fish water quality should be considered. 
Throughout the watershed, non-point source agricultural pollution is a major 
problem. Furthermore, sheet erosion and siltation from agricultural lands in 
conjunction with gully and bank erosion are also non-point pollution problems. All 
of these affect water quality and fish habitat. 
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WATER CHARACTERISTICS 
WATER BUDGET 
A water budget is used to determine the annual amounts of precipitation, 
runoff, evapotranspiration, underflow, and change in storage within a watershed. 
These estimates can then be used to predict the quantity of irrigation water 
required to supplement precipitation to the crops for efficient growth. 
The values for precipitation and runoff are averages for water years 1941-1970. 
Evapotranspiration for these periods is calculated by roughly estimating the 
difference between precipitation and runoff. Underflow is the difference between 
groundwater flow in and out of the watershed and is assumed to be less than 0.1 
inches annually. Long-term storage gains are assumed to be nearly balanced by 
long-term losses. 
Precipitation = Runoff + Evapotranspiration + Underflow + Change in Storage 
28.8" = 6.0" + 22.6" + 0.1 + 5.0 
WATER BUDGET OF THE UTILE CANNON AIVEII wA·, .. m-SHED-
FIGURE 12: Water Budget 
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SURFACE WATERS 
Accurate data on water quality in the Little Cannon River is not available. 
The tests that are conducted on the Little Cannon River only allow for the general 
classification of the water quality. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 
Division of Waters has designated the water classification of the Little Cannon 
River as 2B and 3B. To further correlate possible contaminants originating in the 
LCR W, the water quality data from the two gauging stations on the Cannon River 
must be evaluated. These two gauging stations are located above and below the 
outlet of the Little Cannon River. 
TABLE SA: Water Quality Data From Cannon River Gauging Station CA-5.5 
DESCRIPTION AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM % OF VIOLATION 
FLOW (cfs) 60 
7 DAY /10 YEAR LOW 
TEMP (°F) 50 73 0 
QUALITY STANDARD: 
5° above natural 86° max. 
D. 0. (mg/1) 9.8 7.1 
QUALITY STANDARD: 
6 - April 1-May 31 
5 - other times 
BOD (mg/1) 4.3 18 
NH3 (mg/I) 0.23 1.3 3 QUALITY STANDARD: 1.0 
FECAL COLIFORMS 3206 49,000 79 (MPN/l00ml) 
QUALITY STANDARD: 200 
TDS (mg/1) 350 362 
(2 Reports) 
pH (Range) 7.9 7.2 8.4 
QUALITY STANDARD: 6.5-8.5 
TURBIDITY (JTU) 25 300 14 
QUALITY STANDARD: 25 
OIL (mg/I) (1 Report) 1.9 100 QUALITY. STANDARD: 0.5 
NO3 (mg/I) 3.1 6.4 
PHOSPHORUS (mg/I) 0.32 0.73 
TSS (mg/I) 
(Instream water quality, 1972-75) 
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TABLE SB: Water Quality Data From Cannon River Gauging Station CA-32 
DESCRIPTION AVERAGE MINIMUM MAXIMUM % OF VIOLATION 
FLOW (cfs) 60 
7 DAY/10 YEAR LOW 
TEMP (°F) 48 67 0 
QUALITY STANDARD: 
6° above natural 86° max. 
D. 0. (mg/I) 8.5 6.2 
QUALITY STANDARD: 
6 - April 1-May 31 
6 - other times 
BOD (mg/I) 3.9 6.9 
NH3 (mg/I) 0.36 1.2 22 
QUALITY STANDARD: 1.0 
FECAL COLIFORMS 1750 230,000 67 
(MPN/lOOmI) 
QUALITY STANDARD: 200 
TDS (mg/I) (1 Report) 413 413 
pH (Range) 8.1 7.9 8.3 0 
QUALITY STANDARD: 6.6-8.6 
TURBIDITY (JTU) 16 
---- 66 22 
QUALITY STANDARD: 26 
OIL (mg/I) (1 Report) < 0.5 0 
QUALITY STANDARD: 0.6 
NO3 (mg/I) 2.2 3.3 
PHOSPHORUS (mg/I) 0.62 0.84 
TSS (mg/I) 19 86 
(Instream water quality, 1972-75) 
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Gauging Stations in the LCR W 
The first gauging station on the Cannon River is station CA-32. It is located 
on the bridge on State Highway 56 south of Randolph, just before the Chub Creek 
Watershed flows into the Cannon River. The second station is CA-5.5, located on a 
bridge on U.S. Highway 61 just after the Belle Creek Watershed enters the Cannon 
River (See Figure 13). 
C£ • I.I 
._ __ BEU.E CAEEKWAlERSI-ED 
LITTLE CANNON RIVER WATERSHED 
"""'----- MINNESOTA MALTING CO. 
,__ ____ PRAIRIECREEKWATERSHED 
1------...tnucCAEEKWAlERSHED 
CANNON RIVER 
I 
FIGURE 13: LCRW Outlet into Cannon River 
(Instream water quality, 1972-75) 
Station CA-32 is upstream and Station CA-5.5 is downstream from the outlet of 
the LCRW into the Cannon River. A comparison of the stations show the 
differences in sediment test levels and flow rates. Tables SA and SB show an 
increase in flow rates and sediment levels from Station CA-32 to Station CA-5.5. 
These differences cannot be attributed solely to the flow from the Little Cannon 
River. There are seven other outlets between the two gauging stations hence, there 
are several sources for variations in readings between the two gauging stations. A 
gauging station is needed at the outlet of the LCRW so that additional data is 
available to identify the variations in gauge readings. 
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GROUNDWATER 
Groundwater is by definition, water below the surface of the earth. The solid 
materials which make up the earth's surface contain a wide variety of holes, cracks, 
and crevices. Groundwater occupies the pore space between particles of soil and 
rock. In most places the pores nearest the surface are partially filled with air. At 
some depth the pores are filled with water. The imaginary surface which separates 
the water-filled pores from the partially air-filled pores is called the water table. 
If a natural geologic material contains groundwater which can be extracted in 
significant quantities the natural formation is called an aquifer. Natural materials 
vary in ~erms of porosity, the fraction of the material which is holes rather than 
solid; and permeability, how easily fluid moves through the material. Natural 
materials with low permeability are called aquitards or confining beds. 
An aquifer may be confined between two impervious strata and is then under 
pressure from the overlying impermeable stratum. An unconfined aquifer is near the 
earth's surface and is easily recharged. Unconfined aquifers are also known as 
water table aquifers because the water table is its upper boundary. 
Groundwater Characteristics 
Groundwater is often thought of as an unspoiled resource composed of pure water. 
Strictly speaking to be classified as pure only those elements that make water 
(hydrogen and oxygen) should be present. Water, however is never found in its 
pure state in nature. Natural groundwater contains many components including 
microorganisms, gases, inorganic and organic matter. 
The chemical quality of ground water is usually described according to 
properties such as hardness and salinity. These properties are measured and 
expressed in terms of concentration. Concentration may be expressed in terms of 
milligrams of solute per liter of water (mg/I), or parts per million (ppm) which is 
the number of grams of dissolved substance (solute) per million grams of solution. 
Groundwater Quality of the LCRW 
The vulnerability of groundwater to contamination is dependent on two factors. 
The first factor is the protection given by overlaying soils and the second factor is 
the presence of potential contaminants. 
Surficial drift aquifers are locally important sources of water and are often given 
little protection by overlaying soils. The fractured and jointed bedrock 
characteristics of the watershed transmits water rapidly with little filtration. 
Where thin drift overlies carbonate rock (such as limestone) solution cavities may 
form along fractures and joints. After reaching a certain size the overlying soil 
and glacial drift may collapse forming a sinkhole. The Southern portion of the 
LCR W has the greatest potential for sinkholes. Sinkholes provide a direct route for 
contaminants to travel from the surface to the groundwater. 
Some of the potential sources of contaminants to LCR W groundwater are 
summarized in Table 6 and described in the following paragraphs. 
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TABLE 6: Groundwater Contaminants 
Contaminant Source 
Industrial/manufacturing 
on-site spills, disposal, 
industrial impoundments 
Contaminating Substances 
Metals, pentachloropohenol, 
solvents, pesticides. 
Solid waste landfills, dumps Leachate: organic chemicals and metals 
Storage and transport of 
petroleum and other petroleum 
products 
Agricultural activities 
Municipal impoundments, 
. and treatment facilities 
Individual septic systems 
Road salting, salt storage 
Gasoline, fuel oil, and 
other products. 
Priority pollutants, nitrates 
Priority pollutants, nitrates 
Priority pollutants, nitrates 
Salinity 
Research has shown the most extensive source of nitrates delivered to 
groundwater is agriculture. The greatest nitrate problems arise from heavy 
fertilization which is common to row cropping. Intensive animal feeding and 
handling operations also contribute to nitrate problems. 
(Sabel, 1986) 
Agricultural chemicals such as fertilizers and pesticides applied in excess, or 
improperly may leach through the soil to the water table. Accidental spillage or 
improper disposal of agricultural chemicals inay violate local groundwater standards. 
Contaminated surface water can move to groundwater aquifers through improperly 
sealed wells. Improperly sealed wells allow an interchange of water between the 
various rock strata along the length of the well. Cracks and joints in the 
limestone formations transmit water rapidly. Contaminants, originating in one area 
can flow down along the well bore into another aquifer below. 
Contamination can spread this way throughout neighboring aquifers unnoticed. 
Sources of contamination include: sewage effluent, landfill leachate, dumps, spills, 
agricultural and urban runoff, and industrial wastes. As a result some wells in 
Goodhue County have contained elevated levels of nitrates and other contaminants. 
Septic systems and cesspool effluent usually affect shallow groundwater rather 
than deep aquifers. Roughly 94% of the LCRW population use individual on-site 
sewage disposal systems many of which may not be functioning properly. Liquid 
effluent from poorly operating systems generally undergoes only primary stages of 
cleanup from the natural process of filtration through the soil and biological 
degradation. In this way septic systems and cesspool effluent can effect 
groundwater quality. 
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Landfills for waste disposal are potential sources of groundwater contamination 
when leachate is generated at these sites. Leachate is the liq11id effluent that 
contains soluble and suspended contaminants which are picked-up as effluent 
percolates down through refuse and waste materials. 
Although there are no apparent sources of industrial contaminants in the 
watershed, impoundments, accidental spills, and urban runoff may pose a threat to 
groundwater quality. Another potential threat to groundwater within the LCRW 
comes from two existing petroleum pipelines. Highway de-icing salts also 
contaminate groundwater by dissolving in runoff water and percolating in soils 
adjacent to highways. 
In summary, all of these potential contaminants combined with the surrounding 
soil structures contribute to the vulnerability of the groundwater quality in the 
LCRW. 
Water Testing 
All water sources in the LCRW are subject to contamination; therefore water 
from any source should be tested for quality. During the summer of 1986 the 
Minnesota Department of Health conducted a sampling survey of private wells in the 
LCRW and adjacent counties. Results of this survey indicate the presence of an 
unacceptable amount of nitrogen in many of the samples. Water quality testing is 
available from the State Department of Health as well as many private 
environmental testing laboratories. · · 
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LAND USE 
ZONING 
To determine land use in the watershed, county zoning maps were consulted. 
The procedure used to determine the amount of land classified in each zone follows. 
First, townships that fell within the watershed were identified. Second, the number 
of sections from each township within the watershed were identified. Finally, each 
section was examined to determine existing zoning classifications and percentage of 
each zone within that section. Analysis showed the LCR W is zoned primarily as 
agricultural land (92%), followed by 5% flood plain, 1% suburban residence, 1% 
highway /business, and 1 % wild or scenic river. This analysis presents a general idea 
of the type and extent of land use in the watershed. Understanding land use in the 
LCRW will aid planners to identify potential water quality and quantity problems. 
Zoning by Township 
Cannon Falls Approximately 22% of the Cannon Falls township is within the 
LCRW boundaries. Cannon Falls township has four zoning categories which are wild 
scenic, highway /business, suburban residence, and agricultural. Agriculture occupies 
the majority of the zoning in this township and all other townships. The second 
largest zoning area is highway /business (Northeast portion of watershed). Wild 
scenic river covers a small area of the upper portion and the suburban residence is 
an extension of the highway /business. 
Stanton Approximately 19% of Stanton township falls within the LCRW. Of 
this 19%, 5% is zoned wild scenic river, 5% is zoned suburban residence, 4% is zoned 
flood plain, and the remaining 74% is agriculture. The flood plain area is located at 
the eastern edge of the township and is in fact the flood plain of the Little Cannon 
River. The Cannon river is zoned as a "wild and scenic" river and is located on 
the north eastern edge of the watershed. Generally there is little to no 
development in this area. 
Warsaw Approximately 47% of Warsaw township falls within the LCRW. Of 
this 47%, approximately 6% is zoned flood plain and the remaining 94% is zoned 
agricultural. The Southeastern half of the township includes an area of flood plain-
zoned land. This is an area where a number of tributary streams enter the Little 
Cannon River, widening the flood plain area. 
Leon Approximately 55% of Leon township falls within the LCRW. Of this 
55%, approximately 1/2% is zoned highway/business, 2% is suburban residence, 4% is 
zoned flood plain, and the remaining 93.5% is zoned agricultural. The northwest 
portion of the watershed includes a portion of the flood plain of the LCRW. In 
this area Butler Creek enters into the Little Cannon River, significantly broadening 
the flood plain area. 
Holden Approximately 61% of Holden township falls within the LCRW. Of 
this 61%, approximately 7% is flood plain and the remaining 93% is agricultural. The 
Little Cannon River and its flood plain appear in the Northern half of Holden 
township. 
Wanamingo Approximately 30% of Wanamingo township falls within the LCRW 
I% of which is zoned flood plain while the remaining 99% is zoned agricultural. 
Only a very small portion of the Little Cannon actually falls within this township's 
boundaries, but three large tributaries contribute to the Little Cannon as it makes 
its way northward. 
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FIGURE 14: Zoning and River Ecology Classifications 
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RECREATION 
Recreational facilities in the LCR W are limited. No state or county parks 
exist within its boundaries, although the Little Cannon River is a State designated 
canoe stream. The scenic qualities of the LCR W make it very attractive for 
recreational activities; its steep wooded hillsides seem to hover over and protect 
the river below. However, recreational development faces severe obstacles in the 
LCRW. Most of the land is privately owned, which limits any type of public 
recreational development. Nearly all land which might be developed is currently 
used for agriculture or for building sites. Land which is available is often severely 
limited by steep slopes, or frequent flooding. Despite these obstacles, several 
alternative recreational opportunities may be developed to enhance and/or 
complement the LCRW. 
The recreational activity best suited for the LCR W is sightseeing. Sightseeing 
offers advantages over other forms of recreation because a network of roads and 
trails already exist. Another advantage is that any type of improved land practices 
that preserve soil and water, will enhance the overall attractiveness of the LCR W 
and thus improve its visual quality. 
In general, to increase recreational activities in the LCRW, consideration 
should be given to visitors from other popular recreation areas outside of the 
LCRW. People who fish the Cannon River and nearby trout streams, visitors from 
Nerstrand Woods State Park, and bicyclists on the Cannon Falls-Red Wing Trail 
could be encouraged to visit the LCRW. In addition, developing support facilities 
such as restaurants and accommodations would further enhance recreational 
opportunities. 
The Cannon River is a popular canoeing and boating river which attracts 
recreation enthusiasts from all over the state. These people may not be familiar 
with the area but if encouraged, they may enjoy a scenic drive through the LCR W. 
Brochures depicting its scenic qualities could be placed at popular access sites along 
the Cannon River. Potential visitors might be especially attracted to tour the 
valley if their canoe trip began or ended in the city of Cannon Falls. 
Fishing in the LCR W is limited. There are some designated trout streams just 
outside the boundaries of the watershed. Funds from the Department of Natural 
Resources are being sought to improve the Little Cannon River and to purchase 
trout to stock it on a trial basis. 
There exists the potential for visitors from Nerstrand Woods State Park to also 
spend time in the LCRW. Awareness of the resources of the area needs to be 
increased. For example, campers may be inclined to drive through the Richard J. 
Dorer Memorial Hardwood Forest which extends into the northeast part of the 
LCRW. 
The bicycle trail that runs between Cannon Falls and Red Wing could also 
provide the LCR W with visitors. Bicyclists may enjoy extending their trip by 
including a ride through the LCRW. These roads which traverse steep hills and 
winding valleys, provide a welcome change from the level railroad grade that the 
bicycle trail is built on. 
Land use trends show that as much as 25% of the agricultural land in current 
use may be taken out of production. Most of this land will be steep, wet, or other 
marginal agricultural value. A portion of it will be set aside in the Reinvest in 
Minnesota (RIM) Program. Taking marginal land out of agricultural production and 
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allowing it to return to its natural vegetation can only improve the valley's 
recreational and scenic quality. For example, most of the land taken out of 
production will probably be adjacent to steep, wooded hillsides and be fairly steep-
sloped itself. 
If land is allowed to undergo its natural vegetational succession, several 
benefits will result: first, erosion will be greatly reduced or halted; second, the 
new growth will provide needed food and cover for several species of wildlife 
including pheasants, rabbits, mice, and deer. At present, the LCRW is mostly 
agricultural fields and mature woodland or forest. A wildlife population needs some 
transitional vegetation to remain strong and healthy. The presence of a large and 
highly diverse wildlife population will improve the recreational value of the area. 
With increased population the LCRW faces inevitable consequences. However, 
with proper planning, the consequences do not have to be negative. For example, 
additional buildings will need to be constructed and existing roads will need 
upgrading. With proper site location and construction the buildings can be made to 
have minimal visual impact on the area. Road improvements are beneficial because 
they increase access for visitors to the area; bicyclists especially would benefit from 
paved roads. 
Since the erosion-sensitive lower part of the watershed is the most visually 
appealing, it would be expected to receive the greatest population growth. Advanced 
planning is required if the scenic qualities of the LCR W are to be preserved. 
Despite severe limitations on land available for recreation, the LCR W as a 
whole can be valuable for its scenic and recreational qualities. Sight-seers from 
surrounding recreational areas can be attracted to the area with proper planning 
methods. Marginal land which is converted to wildlife habitat improves the 
recreational value of the area. Soil and water quality also improves when land is 
taken out of production. Thus, the overall quality of the LCR W may be improved. 
Proper land use planning can lessen the impact of increased urban development and 
upgrading roads can improve access to the watershed. 
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ISSUES IN WATER 
FLOODING 
Minnesota Statute I 04.02, subdivision 3, states the following: a "floodplain is the 
area adjoining a watercourse which has been or hereafter may be covered by the 
regional (100 year) flood". In other words, the floodplain is an area of land 
adjoining lakes, rivers, and streams that is susceptible to being flooded. A I 00 year 
flood level is used as a means of regulating the floodplain areas for land use 
purposes. The probability of a flood of a given magnitude occurring in a given 
period is referred to as the flood frequency. The percent chance of a flood of a 
given flood frequency occurring is known as the probability of occurrence (See 
Table 7). 
For example, a 100 year frequency flood has a 1% chance of occurring during a 
given year. A flood of any given magnitude may occur in consecutive years and 
then it may not occur again for several hundred years. Floods are irregular events. 
TABLE 7: Probability of Occurrence 
FLOOD FREQUENCY 
IO year flood 
50 year flood 
I 00 year flood 
500 year flood 
% CHANCE OF OCCURRENCE 
I 0% chance per year 
2% chance per year 
I% chance per year 
0.2% chance per year 
(DNR Stream Survey, 1985-86) 
The floodplain is normally divided into 
two "zoning districts", the floodway and the floodway fringe (flood-fringe). The 
floodway includes the river channel and adjacent land areas required to discharge a 
100 year flood (See Figure 15). This floodway should be free of obstruction in 
order to allow adequate carrying capacity and discharge of the flood water. The 
flood-fringe is the remaining portion of the floodplain outside of the floodway. 
Struotu,11 
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FIGURE 15: Floodplab 
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In order for property owners to be able to buy flood insurance through the 
National Flood Insurance Program, the local community must adopt flood plain 
management procedures. Then the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
does a Flood Insurance Rate Study (FIS) for a particular county in order to 
delineate the local ordinance requirements on the location of the floodway and flood 
boundaries for flood insurance rate purposes. 
Goodhue County has completed a FIS as of 1978. Under this FIS, any future 
development of the floodplain is restricted to only the flood-fringe, and only there 
under the condition that all structures must be "flood protected". That means the 
lowest floor elevation must be equal to, or above the Regulatory Flood Protection 
Elevation (RFPE). This RFPE is the elevation based on a 100 year frequency flood 
in feet above mean sea level, plus one foot of freeboard (safety factor), plus the 
stage increase (rise in the l 00 year flood water elevation), as the result of 
encroachment in the floodplain. 
Property owners with structures presently located in the floodplain, previous 
to the adoption of the FIS, can have the opportunity to take out a flood insurance 
policy and/or take measures in flood protection. One of the most common forms of 
flood proofing is elevating of structures either by adding fill or raising the 
structures using wooden or cement pillars. 
POLLUTION: POINT SOURCE 
Animal manures are frequently singled out as a major problem when discussing 
agriculture pollution. In actuality, animal manure can be used to provide an 
important resource for soil and crop production if managed properly. Problems arise 
when the storage area for animal manures or feedlots are constructed, located, and 
operated in an unsatisfactory way creating potential pollution hazard. 
The potential pollution hazard occurs when certain materials reach a body of 
water. Animal manure generally is composed of a large percentage of water (70 to 
90 percent) and a smaller percentage of organic materials and nutrients. Those 
organic materials which are biodegradable are food sources for aerobic bacteria. 
The aerobic bacteria use up the available dissolved oxygen at a faster rate than the 
water can absorb it from the air. This causes oxyge·n depletion which disrupts 
aquatic life. The water can become completely depleted of oxygen if pollution levels 
are high. The resulting effect is anaerobic conditions and the extinction of fish. 
Anaerobic bacteria also produce bad odors due to volatile gases. 
Another result of poor management of animal wastes is accelerated 
eutrophication. _ Eutrophication is the process of aging. in a lake. Nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and potassium nutrients accelerate this aging process by making plants 
grow rapidly which then die and decay. These decaying plants tend to fill in the 
lake making it shallower and warmer. Warm shallow lakes with a large amount of 
available nutrients, particularly phosphorus, tend to favor the growth of undesirable 
species of algae. Such undesirable algal species may form thick floating mats and 
may also produce undesirable tastes and smells in the water. 
Since the effects of pollution from feedlots can be detrimental, cooperation 
r and participation in feedlot compliance is necessary for the control of pollution 
from feedlots. On the state level, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) 
is responsible for protecting Minnesota's environment. The MPCA has rule 
provisions for feedlots that are listed in Appendix A. If a feedlot operator is in 
compliance of the rule provisions a Certificate of Compliance will be issued from 
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the Executive Director of the MPCA, or the county feedlot pollution control officer. 
A permit may also be issued when a pollution problem is corrected or when a 
construction project will take several years to complete. 
Figure 16 on page 34 is a map designating the feedlots in the LCRW that do 
have Certificates of Compliance, or permits. Of the feedlots in the Watershed only 
seven of them are presently in compliance with the rule provisions and thirty-eight 
have permits. This does not include all of the feedlots in the area. An estimated 
50 percent of the feedlots are not in compliance with rule provisions. 
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FIGURE 16: Feedlot Locations in LCRW 
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NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION MANAGEMENT 
Nonpoint source pollution from agriculture has several different sources with 
varying impacts. These sources are irrigated and non-irrigated row and field crops, 
animal production on rangeland and pasture, and livestock facilities. The primary 
pollutants from non-irrigated cropland are sediment, nutrients, and pesticides. 
Irrigated farming generates pollutants such as excess salts and other minerals. 
Runoff from barnyards and feedlots primarily contributes nutrients, organic matter, 
ammonia, fecal bacteria, and other micro organisms to receiving water bodies. 
Overgrazing of pasture lands often contributes sediment and nutrient pollution 
through runoff. The related surface disruption and reduction in natural cover 
increases the erodibility of these lands. Livestock grazing freely along stream 
banks compact and damage them, thus increasing erosion and sedimentation 
problems. Livestock wastes directly entering the stream also contribute to the 
pollution problem. 
Erosion 
The most obvious cause of surface water contamination from cropland is 
sediment which is carried off eroding lands by snowmelt, rainfall, or heavy wind. 
Research suggests that 25 to 40 percent of the soil that runs off a field reaches a 
water body. 
To erode means to wear away. Erosion is a natural process. Since the earth 
was formed, there has been a continual wearing away of the earth's surface, its 
topsoil. Many forces are responsible, such as wind, water, ice and other geologic 
actions (agents). The focus of this section is limited to water and wind erosion. 
Water erosion is divided into four categories: sheet, splash, rill, and gulley. 
On a completely smooth soil surface, sheet erosion occurs when the soil is removed 
from the surface in thin uniform layers. Splash erosion is the splattering of small 
soil particles caused by the impact of rain drops. The loosened soil particles may 
or may not be carried away by runoff. Rill erosion on the other hand is a process 
in which many channels are formed. These are usually just a few inches deep and 
occur most often on recently cultivated soils. Finally, the fourth type of soil 
erosion is gully erosion. In this process, water accumulates in channels and over 
short periods, removes the soil in this area to considerable depths, ranging from 
one to two feet to as much as 75 to 100 feet in depth. 
Wind erosion is another type of erosion which affects the soils. It is the 
result of barren land being exposed to the forces of the wind. Blowing soils moves 
at three different levels: Saltation, surface creep and suspension. The difference 
between these three modes of wind erosion is seen in the distance the soil particles 
move. 
Conservation practices such as less plowing help retain crop residues on the 
land to reduce runoff of sediment. Reduction of some severe erosion problems may 
require terracing -- a technique that breaks up a long slope into a series of shorter 
ones and reduces erosion by interruption downhill water flow. Control of animal 
waste problems may require the fencing of stream banks to keep animals out. 
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ECONOMICS OF SOIL EROSION 
For decades, it has been known that soil erosion alters water quality. People 
are concerned about water quality. In fact, a recent survey of farmers in the 
LCRW, conducted by the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA), showed 
that 88% of those surveyed felt that there were serious or moderate water quality 
problems in the area. This survey reported that over three-fourths of all 
respondents have had their water tested to check for contaminants. In addition, 
74% responded affirmatively to the question; "Does soil erosion affect water 
quality?". People are concerned about water quality in this watershed and the 
impact of soil erosion on water quality. 
Along with concern about these problems has come action. Policies, programs, 
and new technologies have been developed to change the land management practices 
which lead to soil erosion and ultimately to reduction of water quality. These 
problems are taking more financial resources to address. Personal income, tax 
dollars and farm operating funds are being spent to get enough clean water to meet 
our needs and keep soil where it is suppose to be -- on the land. 
To locate the primary source of soil erosion in the LCR W, the land use and 
industry was examined. The largest land use in the watershed is crop land 71 %, 
followed by open land 18%, and forested land 11 %. The largest industry in the 
watershed is farming, it employs 24% of the population. As a consequence, the 
decisions made by the farming industry, with respect to land management and 
cropping practices, will have the greatest influence on soil erosion in the LCRW. 
The focus of this section, therefore, is on the economic incentives which influence 
land management and cropping practices. 
Before the incentives are considered, the impact of soil erosion must first be 
examined. The impacts of soil erosion from the LCR W are felt not only within the 
geographical boundaries of the watershed but also outside of these boundaries. 
Treating each of these areas separately, we will first locate where the impact of 
erosion is felt, and second, identify who is bearing the cost of this damage. 
Damage Caused by Soil Erosion 
Within the geographical boundaries of the watershed some of the most visible 
impacts of soil erosion occur. The eroded soil particles may be deposited: 
- at the end of the farm field or on a neighboring field, 
- in adjacent farm roads or drainage ditches, 
- into ponds or creeks. 
Sediment fills in depressions, covers crops on adjacent fields, and therefore causes 
increased drainage ditch maintenance costs and losses in productivity. 
Erosion results in loss of soil with the highest organic matter content and 
highest fertility. This leads to poorer soil structure, making tillage more difficult, 
reducing the infiltration rate and reducing the soil moisture storage capacity. 
Fertility power of soil can be restored by the use of fertilizers; however, this 
increases the cost of production. These costs, drainage ditch maintenance, losses in 
productivity, and other increased production costs are incurred by the farm owner. 
As soil particles leave the local area they may be deposited on county roads 
and adjacent ditches. The cost of removing the soil from road ditches in the LCRW 
was paid by landowners in Goodhue and Rice counties via their property taxes. 
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Outside of the watershed, some less visible impacts of soil erosion occur. 
Between the time eroded soil particles leave the field and finally come to rest 
somewhere as sediment, they can cause a wide variety of damage, " .. .influenced by a 
complex series of hydrological, physical, chemical, and biological interactions ... not 
all of the (off-site) impacts are strictly the result of soil erosion, some are caused 
by dissolved pollutants that are carried off the land even if no erosion ocurred." 
(Clark, 1985) Hence, calculating the total impact of soil erosion from land in the 
LCRW is nearly impossible because it is difficult to identify the off-site damage and 
the associated cost and know who is bearing these costs. However, we can see 
some of the damage and begin to understand the complex relationships which exist. 
Soil erosion from the LCR W causes damage outside of the watershed. The 
transported eroded soil particles called sediment affect: 
- aquatic ecosystems and aquatic organisms, 
- water-based recreational activities, 
- navigation on these waterways, 
- water treatment facilities, 
These cause damage which affects many people. Sediment affects aquatic organisms 
at every link in the food chain, from microscopic algae to valuable game fish. It 
causes damage either directly by affecting the organism itself, or indirectly through 
destruction of habitat. All types of water-based recreational activities are likely to 
be adversely affected by erosion-related pollutants. This could be of significance to 
the LCR W area. A 1984 report by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
stated that recreation use along the nearby Cannon River resulted in direct 
expenditures of $700,000, two thirds of which was spent by fishermen whose 
recreation depends on the water quality. In addition, there is concern that 
agricultural chemicals (carried on eroded soil particles) are suspected of causing 
damage to aquatic food chains. 
Off-site damage continues throughout the waterways of the LCRW. The Little 
Cannon River flows into the Cannon River which flows into the Mississippi River 
delivering its wash load (sediment) at pool number four. It has been estimated that 
the average annual dredging cost for sediment from the Cannon River is $26,000. 
Another impact is the increasing ·costs of treating water for municipal and industrial 
uses because sedimentation basins must be built and chemical coagulants added, 
filters cleaned more regularly. Some of these costs are paid by consumers in the 
form of increased water bills and other costs were paid with federal tax dollars. 
Some damages, such as damage to aquatic ecosystems, cannot be assigned a dollar 
value at present. 
The impact of soil erosion has been felt inside and outside of the Little 
Cannon River Watershed. Costs of damages inside the· watershed have been borne 
by two groups of people. The farmers have faced increased costs of production and 
losses in productivity. Secondly, these costs have been borne by county land 
owners whose taxes pay for roadside ditch maintenance. 
The impact of soil erosion outside of the watershed is more complex. 
Increased dredging and water treatment costs are two costs which have been 
attributed to soil erosion. The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
recognized that fishing in the nearby Cannon River and the related expenditures 
were dependent on the river's water quality. Eroded soil particles· are suspected of 
causing damage to aquatic ecosystems. Unfortunately, there is an inadequate 
resource of data to thoroughly quantify the impact of soil erosion and itemize the 
damage costs. Hence the total cost of damage is unknown. 
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Economic Incentives 
The remainder of this section focuses on the economic incentives which 
influence land management and cropping practices which lead to soil erosion. At 
present the three most influential sources are: federal farm policies, state farm 
policies, return farm commodity prices, and individual farming practices. This 
section will show how these policies and practices effect soil erosion. 
The two most influential federal farm policies are the price support programs 
with their Set Aside dimensions and the Conservation Reserve Program. The Price 
Support Programs were established to bring stability to farm income. Since 
cropping decisions are based on which crops will generate the most income, these 
programs have directly influenced cropping decisions. 
It has been argued that Price Support Programs are encouraging farmers to 
plant more erosive row crops like corn instead of a less erosive crop like hay. 
Furthermore, the effective price per bushel of corn to the farmer participating in 
the price support programs is over $3.00, whereas in the world markets corn is 
around $1.50 per bushel. These prices are attractive. They may be encouraging 
farmers to plant corn. It must be noted that commodity prices are always changing 
so the impact of Price Support Programs will vary each year. 
The Price Support Programs requires a farmer to set aside, to idle a 
percentage of his/her cultivated acres. It was hoped that this aspect of the program 
would remove some erodible soils from production. However, it is feared that the 
lack of specifications for covering idled land may lead to soil erosion. An 
important question to ask is, Could poor cover on idle land cause more erosion than 
if the field had been planted in row crops? Hence, there is concern that the Price 
Support Programs encourage cropping decisions and inadequate cover on idled land 
which may lead to soil erosion. 
In 1985 complementary federal and state programs began which have the 
potential to have a positive impact on soil erosion in Minnesota and the nation. 
The federal program was established in the 1985 farm bill, the Conservation Reserve 
Program (CRP). One of the goals of CRP is to retire marginal crop land from 
production in hopes of reducing topsoil erosion. Through the CRP farmers are paid 
a rental fee for retiring parcels of land for 10 year intervals. It also provides 
access to cost-sharing money to help cover the one-time expense of planting cover 
crops such as grasses and trees. 
Some land in the Little Cannon River Watershed has been enrolled in this 
program, however, total acreage was not yet available. Concern has been expressed 
whether the Conservation Reserve Program is actually-idling the priority land --
that is land which is not very resistant to erosion and is only marginally 
productive. It is necessary to evaluate the erodibility and productivity of the 
LCRW land enrolled in the CRP to determine how this program is affecting soil 
erosion. 
Reinvest in Minnesota (RIM) is the complementary state farm policy which has 
the greatest potential to influence soil erosion. The program was created in 1985 
and designed with objectives similar to those of the federal Conservation Reserve 
Program. It too pays farmers for taking land out of production. RIM however, is 
more sensitive to erodible Minnesota soils. The RIM program has the potential to 
fill in the gaps of the CRP program by offering two retirement options: a ten year 
or, perpetual easement. Since 1986 was the first year of implementation of the RIM 
data was not yet available to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. 
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Many questions have been raised about the effectiveness of the Conservation 
Reserve Program and Reinvest In Minnesota program. 
o Are they retiring the most erodible lands? 
o Is the land enrolled in the programs those acres which are causing 
the most damage? 
o Are the taxpayers of Minnesota and throughout the state getting the · 
most for their money? 
These questions will have to be answered as the programs mature. Then it can be 
determined whether federal and state farm policies are reducing soil erosion in the 
LCRW. 
Individual farm operators/owners have the greatest opportunity to influence 
soil erosion in the LCR W. Cropping decisions and their overall land management 
practices directly influence the amount of soil erosion and therefore, the water 
quality, in and around the LCRW. At present, there are no federal or state policies 
requiring farm operators/owners to reduce, or control crop land erosion. Personal 
concern has been the only source of motivation to a farm operator outside of the 
two relatively new land retirement programs and the set aside requirement in the 
price support program which have the potential to influence soil erosion. 
If an individual wants to take personal initiative to improve cropping decisions 
and land management practices, then there are two primary resources available. 
First, the federal government has some cost sharing monies available to enable some 
farmers to purchase conservation tillage equipment. Secondly, at the Soil and Water 
Conservation District headquarters in Zumbrota, a conservation specialist is available 
to help individual farmers develop conservation plans for their farms. According to 
a recent survey of farm operators in the LCRW, 19% already have a written 
conservation plan and 92% of those have at least partly implemented their plan. 
Since farm operators are not required by law to use conservation tillage 
technologies, the individual farm conservation plans and annual aerial photos on file 
with the U.S. Soil Conservation Service are classified as "confidential," a trade 
secret. Hence, the only centralized source of land management information and 
cropping practices in the LCR W is inaccessible and it is impossible to evaluate the 
land management and cropping practices in the LCRW. 
If this information were available, an analysis of cropping practices with 
respect to the soils in the LCR W would enable soil scientists to make the most 
accurate estimate of crop land erosion. Then the cost of preventing soil erosion on 
the farm could be compared to the estimate of the on-farm and off-farm damage. 
With such analysis, it could be accurately determined who should pay for damage 
caused by soil erosion. 
Other Resources 
There are two other resources available to address soil erosion problems which 
affect water quality in the LCRW. They are human resources and public policy 
resource. At present, enough is known about the interaction of soil erosion and 
water quality to begin to prioritize policy efforts toward reducing the effect of soil 
erosion. 
It is time to use human resources effectively. For example, identification of 
the most erodible land and the closest surface water could suggest a direction to 
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prioritize the distribution of public resources so as to have the greatest impact on 
soil erosion. Encourage and solicit soil and water research of the area. The more 
information that can be gathered about the area, the easier it will be to identify, 
and develop effective public policy. Use and apply human resources to increase 
understanding of the complex relationships which exist between soil erosion and 
water quality. 
Public policy offers three ways of affecting soil erosion in the LCRW. First, 
through community participation in existing state and federal programs, such as the 
land retirement programs, the LCR W shows support for public policy on this issue. 
Secondly, revising existing public policy toward the special needs of the LCR W could 
have a direct effect on soil erosion and water quality. For example, the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Act could be amended to address crop land erosion. Finally, with 
a list of priorities, research identifying LCR W needs and continued community 
concern, new public policy and programs could be developed to address soil erosion 
and water quality in the LCRW. 
In review, damage caused by soil erosion in the LCRW affects the LCRW and 
other areas. This section has considered many types of damages and looked at 
who is paying the cost. Since cropland is the largest land use, that suggests, 
looking at economic incentives which affect farmers' land management and cropping 
practices. Both federal and state farm policies have a direct impact on farmers' 
decision making. The recent CURA survey of farmers in the LCR W reported that 
they feel soil erosion is a problem and that it affects water quality. It has been 
shown that a decrease in soil erosion will result in increased water quality. 
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GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AGENCIES 
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) is the federal agency 
responsible for enforcing agrarian laws designed to protect the public. The USDA 
also develops rules and regulations to prevent fraud and deception in the 
manufacture and distribution of food and agricultural commodities. Agencies within 
the USDA are involved in agricultural research and development, commodity program 
administration, and resource conservation. 
Soil Conservation Service 
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) is a representative of the USDA. The SCS 
has offices in nearly every county in Minnesota and they are there to serve the 
needs of the farmers and landowners of the county. As an agent of the USDA, the 
SCS is responsible for the implementation of federal programs concerned with the 
conservation of soil and maintenance of agriculture production derived from the 
land. 
The SCS operates primarily in an advisory capacity, providing technical 
assistance in the design and implementation of conservation methods. Development 
of farm plans for farmers concerned with soil erosion/conservation, crop production, 
animal production, and resource management are some of the major responsibilities 
of the SCS. 
The SCS develops conservation options for the landowner. The cooperating 
landowner can choose among several conservation systems according to their 
economic feasibility and necessity. Options include terracing, contour strips, 
grassed waterways, wind breaks, hedge rows, conservation tillage, approved feedlots, 
and others. 
Development of a farm plan is presently done on a voluntary basis. However, 
as of 1990 (through provisions of the 1985 Farm Bill), the cross-compliance 
provision of the bill requires all agriculture landowners to have a complete farm 
plan for all lands with potentially high rates of soil erosion. Failure to comply 
disqualifies the landowner from participation in Federal Farm Programs such as Crop 
Insurance, Price Supports, and FmHA Loans. 
The Goodhue County SCS office, located in Zumbrota, is the landowners 
resource to develop and sustain sound management practices through annual contact 
and project implementation. The SCS works closely with the Goodhue County Soil 
and Water Conservation District (SWCD) in the planning, implementation and 
administration of federal and state soil conservation programs. The mutual 
association of these two agencies provides for successful integration of federal, 
state and local programs. 
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Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
The Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) is also an 
agency of the USDA. The SCS provides the technical assistance for conservation 
projects and the ASCS provides the monetary assistance. Together these two 
agencies share administrative duties for their respective portions of projects. A 
partial list of these programs include: Price Income Supports; Crop Insurance; Farm 
Storage Facility Loans; Conservation Reserve Program Annual Payments; General 
Commodity Provisions; Feed Grains Control; Milk Price Supports; and the 1985 Farm 
Bill Conservation Provisions - Swampbuster, Sodbuster, and Conservation Cross-
Compliance. 
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AGENCIES 
The Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) is the state agency 
responsible for enforcing laws designed to protect the public health, and to prevent 
fraud and deception in the distribution of foods, animal feeds, fertilizers, pesticides, · 
and seeds. The department is also the leading state agency for the protection of 
agricultural lands and the family farm. 
Soil and Water Conservation Board 
Minnesota's agricultural land base is protected by the administration of soil 
and water programs, which fall under the direction of the Soil and Water 
Conservation Board (SWCB). The board was created by the state legislature to 
organize soil and water conservation districts and to give promotional, 
administrative and financial assistance to the districts. The board supervises 
district activities, coordinates cooperation among the districts, and assists in 
developing long-range planning objectives which are used as guidelines in 
determining annual priorities of measures to be carried out. 
· The SWCB is responsible for administering federal, state and local 
conservation programs for the respective agencies. The SWCB receives funding from 
all levels of government. Working cooperatively with the SCS, many of the 
conservation practices and programs applied throughout the state are joint ventures. 
This includes working together with the DNR in networking the Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP) and with the State's Reinvest in Minnesota (RIM) program. 
The board is comprised of seven members appointed by the governor and five 
agency personnel representing the University of Minnesota Institute of Agriculture, 
the Agricultural (now Minnesota) Extension Service, the Dept. of Agriculture, the 
Pollution Control Agency and the Department of Natural Resources. 
Soil and Water Conservation District 
Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCD) are a subdivision of state 
government and are organized by a process of petition, hearing, and referendum. A 
local district is governed by a board of five local eligible voters nominated and 
elected by the voters they serve. Goodhue County's SWCD is divided into five 
areas, one elected official from each of the five areas. 
The objective of a SWCD is to use every acre of land and water according to 
its capability and treat it according to its need. This is accomplished by setting 
policies and priorities of soil conservation within the District. Long-range plans, 
through the assistance of the SWCB and under the supervision of the local board, 
are developed to meet the needs of conservation in the district. The long-range plan 
is based upon the soil survey of the district(e.g. Goodhue County) showing the soil 
classifications, the number of acres in each class, the present use and the proposed 
use of the land. 
The SWCD sponsors many educational activities throughout the year. The 
activities range from events such as selection of the "Outstanding Conservation 
Farmer" to meetings on technical and practical subjects such as wind breaks and 
private forest management. As a result of these special activities and from private 
donations to the SWCD, the purchase of a "No-Till Corn Planter" and a "No-Till 
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Drill" has been made possible. This equipment is available to local land owners for 
use on their private land. 
The offices for the Goodhue County SWCD are located in Zumbrota. 
Questions, concerns, and proposals should be directed to the District Conservationist 
in Zumbrota. Additional information is also available from the SWCB located in St. 
Paul. 
Minnesota Water Resources Board 
The Minnesota Water Resources Board (MWRB) is the State Agency which by 
law is responsible for the establishment of Watershed Districts. The Board is 
comprised of three staff members and five part-time citizen members appointed by 
the governor. The MWRB oversees the 40 Watershed Districts located throughout the 
State, and upon request provides technical and advisory support on water 
management decisions within the districts. In addition, the MWRB administers 
various programs and Acts of Legislature in a non-regulatory manner. Specific 
responsibilities include: administration of the Minnesota Watershed Act, provision for 
a forum for the resolution of water policy conflicts, and approval of plans for 
surface water management in accordance with the Metropolitan Surface Water 
Management Act. 
The Minnesota Watershed Act allows county boards, city councils, and/or 
residents to petition the MWRB for the establishment of a watershed district. A 
watershed District manages water resources within the drainage basin of a lake or 
river system such as the Little Cannon River. The boundary for the watershed 
district is as near to the ridge line of the natural watershed as possible. It may be 
established for a number of conservation purposes, including flood control, erosion 
control, shoreland and floodplain preservation, and water quality protection. 
The watershed districts are locally organized to coordinate all water 
management decisions in the watershed. The district is governed by a Board of 
Managers, who are residents of the district, and are elected to staggered three-year 
terms of office. Districts are authorized to construct improvement projects, make 
assessments, levy taxes, acquire property by eminent domain, and regulate activities 
which affect the district's water resources. 
A Watershed District will receive educational and informational support from 
the MWRB. In addition, the MWRB will approve district plans and hears appeals to 
district orders. However, much of the planning and design of projects is carried out 
by other state agencies and departments which also deal with water resources. 
Once a need for a watershed district has been established by the residents, a 
petition signed by approximately 25 residents of the watershed is presented to the 
MWRB. Justification for establishment of a district must accompany the petition. 
Upon receipt of the petition, the MWRB will conduct a public hearing to determine 
whether it would, in fact, be in the public interest to establish a district. At such 
time of establishment, a Board of Managers will be appointed by the residents. 
The operating costs of the Watershed Districts are derived from an 
administrative fund based on taxable property within the established district, or 
$125,000, whichever is less. The funds are used for construction and maintenance of 
projects in the watershed districts and for general administrative expenses. 
Concerns of residents in the LCRW should be directed to the Goodhue County 
Board, City Council, and Township Boards. The residents must encourage these 
officials to take action on their interests to have a watershed district established. 
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The petition process is a critical step in the protection of water and water quality 
in the LCRW. 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MDNR), under the authority 
of the Commissioner of Natural Resources, has control of all the public lands, parks, 
timber, water, minerals and wildlife of the state and their use, sale, lease or other 
disposition. The DNR also has jurisdiction over 65 state parks and 16 way-side 
rests, over approximately 900 state owned Wildlife Management Areas, over more 
than three million acres of state owned lands within state forest boundaries, and 
over 1,235 miles of recreational trails. 
The MDNR is composed of five divisions: Fish and Wildlife, Forestry, Minerals, 
Parks and Recreation, and Waters. These five divisions develop, manage and protect · 
Minnesota's natural resources. Each division is headed by a Division Director. The 
Directors at each of the respective divisions administer the programs which are 
necessary for the regulation of Minnesota's natural resources. 
The Division of Fish and Wildlife manages all programs concerning fish and 
wildlife, and also acquires land to be developed as Wildlife Management Areas. The 
division also offers maps of Wildlife Management Areas, Minnesota Trout Streams, 
and a booklet listing lakes stocked with trout. 
The Division of Forestry manages and protects Minnesota's forest resources. 
Multiple-use forest management provides for improved wildlife habitat, quality forest 
recreation opportunities, and conservation of the state's valuable land and water 
resources. 
The Division of Minerals administers leasing of all mineral rights on state 
lands, and regulates mineral reclamation for metallic minerals and peat. The 
division manages state-owned peat lands and provides programs for environmental 
review of all mining lands. 
The Division of Parks and Recreation develops and manages state parks and 
waysides which are representative of Minnesota's most scenic lands. Every park has 
picnicking facilities ranging from remote to enclosed shelters. Additional facilities 
may include showers, toilets, cooking grills, swimming beaches, cultural and 
environmental interpretive programs, and trails for hiking, biking, skiing and 
snowmobiling. 
The Division of Waters manages the water and related land resources of the 
state. The division regulates water appropriations and various land-use activities on 
shore land and flood plain areas. Within the Division of Waters are five sections 
pertinent to activities within the LCR W. They are: Flood plain -- shore land 
management, Policy and Planning, Hydrographic, Water Use Management, and Water 
Development. Also there are units which provide services within the LCRW. These 
are: Water allocation, Technical Analysis, and Dam Safety. 
Under the direction of the Division of Waters is the Protected Waters Program. 
The program involves the identification of all bodies of water in the state that are 
subject to regulation under the Protected Waters Permit Program. Water bodies 
included in the inventory are most streams, lakes, and wetlands (types 3, 4, and 5 
over ten acres in size within rural areas and over 2.5 acres in size within urban 
areas). Owners of wetlands in agricultural areas who consider draining wetlands 
may qualify for one of several types of compensation in order to preserve the 
wetland under the state water bank program. Options available under the program 
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include: purchase, lease or easement in order to compensate farmers for maintaining 
certain wetlands in their natural state. 
Each of the respective divisions has regional offices located in Rochester 
except the Division of Minerals which has its servicing offices located in St. Paul. 
The Rochester offices (Region V of DNR) are responsible for activities which take 
place in the LCRW. These offices provide support staff and services for developing, 
managing, and protecting the natural resources in the LCRW. Questions and 
concerns should be directed to the appropriate division at the Rochester offices. 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) was established in 1967, 
replacing the Water Pollution Control Commission. The Agency assumed all the 
powers and duties of the Commission and was given the task of establishing air 
quality standards and developing recommendations for solid waste disposal and land 
use. In 1969, the Minnesota Legislature expanded the MPCA's water pollution 
control authority, and gave it the power to adopt standards and regulations for the 
collection, storage, and disposal of solid waste. In addition, the MPCA administers 
and enforces feedlot regulations. 
The MPCA is governed by a board which consists of nine members appointed 
by the Governor and confirmed by the senate to a four year term. One of the 
board members must be knowledgeable in the field of agriculture. The Public 
Information Office handles all emergencies and complaints forwarded to the MPCA. 
This office also distributes all educational and informational material (brochures and 
reports) concerning pollution control issues. 
The MPCA is partitioned into three divisions: Water Quality, Air Quality, and 
Solid and Hazardous Waste. These three divisions represent the foundations of the 
MPCA and its responsibility for the different aspects of Minnesota's environment. 
The Division of Water Quality administers and enforces all laws dealing with 
water pollution in the state. This mandate is achieved by a variety of functions: 
collecting water quality data on lakes and streams which is to be used in 
establishing water quality standards; issuing and enforcing permits for wastewater 
treatment facilities; and management planning to lessen non-point source pollution. 
Additionally, the Division provides a grant program and engineering assistance for 
the construction of municipal water treatment plants. 
MPCA's Division of Air Quality administers and enforces all state statutes and 
federal laws pertaining to air quality. The division also has responsibility for state 
noise regulations. Maintenance and prevention of air quality problems is an 
important part of the Division of Air Quality's mission. 
The Division of Solid and Hazardous Waste administers and issues permits for 
solid and hazardous waste operations. This division works with planning and 
development of management ideas to prevent environmental contamination. Solid 
and hazardous wastes have been implicated in the pollution of ground waters, and 
thus this division is involved in the creation of a plan to protect the state's 
groundwater quality. 
The MPCA maintains a regional office (Region V) in Rochester to assist the 
public with concerns and issues on environmental quality. Permits for construction 
and operation of animal waste facilities are issued by the .Division of Water Quality. 
Applications are available from county zoning officers or the county soil 
conservation officers. Please see appendix A for a listing of feedlot regulations. 
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Minnesota Department of Health 
The Minnesota Department of Health (MOH) is the state's official health 
agency. The MOH develops and maintains programs and services for protecting and 
improving the health of citizens. 
The MDH is comprised of several divisions, sections, and units. Of particular 
relevance to the water-related issues in the LCRW, is the Division of Environmental 
Health. This division oversees state health standards in water supplies, and water-
and sewage treatment facilities. It also performs inspections for the department 
and other government agencies. 
Through the Water Supply and General Engineering Section, standards for 
protection of the health and safety of Minnesotans are developed and enforced in 
accordance with state and federal safe drinking water acts. The section reviews and 
approves submitted plans for public water systems and inspects water systems upon 
completion. In addition, private and municipal wells are tested by this section of the 
MOH. 
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CONSERVATION PROGRAMS 
CONSERVATION PROVISIONS OF THE 1985 FARM BILL 
The 1985 Farm Bill, (Food Security Act of 1985), contains several provisions 
mandating conservation practices on certain types of agricultural land. They 
include: the Conservation Reserve Program, Sodbuster, Swampbuster, and the 
Conservation Compliance Provisions. Failure to comply with these provisions will 
result in ineligibility for several USDA commodity-related payments programs such 
as Price and Income Supports, Farmers Home Administration Loans, Crop Insurance, 
and Commercial Credit Corporation Storage Payments. 
Under the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) the ASCS will make annual 
rental payments on a ten year basis to retire highly erodible crop land. Highly 
erodible land is defined as land on which the potential erosion- is more than eight 
times the rate at which the soil can maintain continued productivity. The ASCS 
will also pay up to half the cost of establishing permanent plantings of grasses, 
legumes, trees, windbreaks or wildlife plantings on these lands. 
The Sodbuster provision applies to highly erodible lands that were not planted 
during the period of 1981-85. If such lands are brought into production an SCS-
approved conservation plan must be developed and implemented to retain USDA 
program eligibility. 
Under the Swampbuster provision of the bill, wetlands converted to crop 
production after December 23, 1985 that were not in agricultural production during 
the 1981-85 period will not be eligible for USDA programs. 
The Conservation Compliance provision, (also known as Cross-Compliance), 
requires that an SCS-approved conservation plan be developed and implemented on 
all highly erodible cropland that has been in annual crop production at least once 
from 1981-85. A conservation plan must be developed by January 1, 1990 for all 
highly erodible land in crop production and be fully implemented on such lands by 
January 1, 1995. 
Local SCS district of fices can determine, through use of soil surveys and 
on-site visits, if these provisions apply to a given tract of land. They provide 
technical assistance in developing and implementing approved conservation plans. In 
addition, ·they will provide information on federal and state cost sharing programs 
to help def ray costs of compliance for landowners. 
CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM 
The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is designed to help control soil 
erosion on highly erodible lands with the goal of protecting soil and water 
resources. 
Those seeking to be eligible for participation in the program sign a contract 
with the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) agreeing to place a specified amount 
of cropland into the CRP for a period of ten crop years. Over these ten years, the 
participant must implement a conservation plan according to an established schedule. 
The conservation plan may include the following information and requirements: 
specific vegetative cover to be established; a Forest Service developed tree-planting 
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plan, if trees are to be established as the vegetative cover on lands placed into the 
CRP; a schedule of completion dates for the establishment of vegetative cover on 
the land placed into the CRP; the degree of erosion control which must be attained 
on such land; and a list of other conservation practices which must be established 
on such land. 
The participant must maintain the vegetative cover and any other conservat-
ion practices assigned in the contract. This includes banning grazing, harvesting, or 
commercial use of the vegetative cover for the entire period of the contract. 
In return for the use of land put into the CRP, the CCC will pay the particip-
ant an annual rental payment, and will share with the participant the cost of 
establishing conservation practices specified in the plan. The CCC also provides any 
technical assistance that may be necessary to assist the participant in carrying out 
the contract. 
Through the CRP, participants bring about a reduction in both soil erosion 
and crop production. This in turn protects soil and water resources for future 
generations. Additionally, the program contributes to a reduction in the production 
of farm commodities, with an expected beneficial rise in market prices. 
REINVEST IN MINNESOTA PROJECT 
Each year in Minnesota 150 million tons of topsoil erode from the land, and 
are redeposited on other lands. Soils have the potential for entering into the 
state's streams, lakes, and rivers, with varying impacts on water quality. In order 
to minimize this erosion, governmental agencies at both the federal and state levels 
have initiated programs designed to change the use of erodible lands. 
Minnesota is among several states which have an established program to 
encourage landholders to remove certain lands from crop production. This program, 
entitled "Reinvest In Minnesota Resources Act of 1986" is popularly referred to as 
RIM. The RIM project is specifically designed to remove marginal lands from crop 
production. 
The RIM program is an outgrowth of Governor Perpich's 1985 study of ways to 
improve the state's billion dollar tourism industry, through the improvement of 
wildlife habitat and by raising the general quality of the state's soil and water 
resources. The governor's Citizen's Commission was made up of leaders of 
government, business, private, and non-profit organizations. In its final report it 
suggested a parallel between private industry reinvestment of its own capital and 
that of the Minnesota tourism industry. It recommended a reinvestment of at least 
six percent of the state's $1 billion tourism income. Such a reinvestment would 
generate $600 million over the proposed ten year life of the program. From the 
point of view of an economist, this is a modest reinvestment. 
The program means different things to various groups, but each recognized a 
common goal: to make Minnesota a better place to visit, and to in which to live. 
To conservationists, it means the slowing of soil erosion caused by depletion of 
vegetation covering the soil, resulting in cleaner lakes and streams. To environme-
ntalists, it is a chance to regain lost wildlife habitat, and to reinforce the value of 
wetlands, woodlots, and fence rows which had been lost to agricultural production 
during the boom years of agriculture. To the outdoor enthusiast, it meant 
improvement of hunting, hiking, fishing, and bird watching. To businesses that 
cater to the outdoor recreation enthusiast, it meant improved trade. To the farmer, 
it means an increase of income, and support for conservation-minded agriculture. 
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The RIM program is aimed at marginal croplands. This land has characteristics 
which limit its productivity, and is susceptible to significant rates of soil erosion. 
In many cases, these lands will produce crops under the best of conditions, but are 
subject to limitations which may result in crop failures. Drought, flooding, low 
fertility, shallow soil and hard bedrock are common features of eligible lands. 
These lands provide inconsistent financial return from production efforts. High 
rates of fertilization may be needed, or the cropland may be susceptible to washing 
out before the crop is harvested. Soil lost from these lands may severely affect 
the productivity of surrounding lands, as sediments or windblown soil blanket 
productive areas. 
The RIM program was not designed to compete with Federal programs such as 
the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), so as to insure that the state received the 
best return on its investment. While the CRP makes ten annual payments, RIM will 
make a single lump payment, in the first year, for the entire easement. CRP may 
also divide the payments into four equal portions over the period of the easement. 
RIM offers two types of easements: ten year and perpetual. Between the two 
programs, there is an opportunity to control erosion on three to five million acres 
of land, unsuited for crop production. 
The smallest eligible parcel of land is five acres, and it must have been farmed 
in two of the last five cropping years. The MDNR may acquire vegetative control 
of this land for ten years, or in perpetuity, at the landowner's discretion. There is 
a large difference in compensation; for the ten year easement, the payment is 90% 
of the average of local bids for the CRP, while for a perpetual easement 70% of the 
township estimated value of agricultural property is granted. There is a limit of 
$50,000 for any individual landowner. Farmers may receive up to $75 per acre to 
plant trees or grass cover. 
An agreement is made not to crop the land or graze animals on it for the 
agreed-upon period. This is a legal easement which is recorded on the deed with 
the county recorder. The land owner owns the land, and must pay taxes upon its 
value, but the value may be lowered due to its removal from production. 
In 1986, $10 million was set aside for payments on marginal farmland 
easements, along with $2.5 million for DNR fish and wildlife projects and $2.5 
million for the DNR critical habitat fund. Also, $1 million was given to the aspen 
recycling program. $16 million in start-up funds were raised by the state through 
the issuance of public bonds. The next step in the program is to set up a reliable 
source of long-term funding to maintain the· $40 million annual goal. Strong 
support will be needed to maintain and expand this promising program. 
CONSERVATION PRACTICES 
Conservation of our soil resources is a necessity. Without soil conservation 
measures, up to several hundred tons of soil per acre are subject to the forces of 
wind and water erosion and may be carried off the land. Wind and water erosion 
strip away the top soil, carry away potential productivity of the land as well as the 
nutrients needed to sustain crop growth. 
The problems encountered in soil conservation are not in developing methods 
to combat soil erosion, but in educating farmers/landowners of the significance of 
the damages associated with soil erosion. It is often the farmer's attitudes toward 
acceptance and incorporation of soil conservation measures and practices which 
determine whether soil conservation will be implemented. 
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Recent studies on the attitudes of farmers/landowners toward conservation of 
soil resources have shown that it is the strength of the landowner's beliefs in 
conservation and stewardship of the land which determine whether they will 
practice soil conservation. The results of one of these studies indicates that a 
strong conservation ethic was foremost for those who practiced conservation tillage 
(Success/ ul Farming, 1985). In addition, adopter's of conservation tillage believed 
that farmers should be responsible for off-farm damages caused by soil erosion. 
Off-farm damages noted in the study include lake and stream sedimentation, as well 
as water pollution from pesticides and fertilizers. Another important finding of the 
study is that farmers knew that short-term profits must often be sacrificed because 
they believed soil conservation enhances long-term profits. 
These studies looked at the differences between adopter and non-adopters of 
conservation tillage. It specifically examined the profile of farmers and their 
attitudes on why or why not conservation was practiced. The findings indicate 
adopters are apt to possess the following characteristics: are between 35 and 45 
years of age and are seldom over 55 years of age; tend to have farmed less than 20 
years; are often college graduates; farm 1,000 acres or more; are not discouraged by 
outside influences; believe conservation increases profits; believe soil erosion (both 
wind and water) will decrease with the use of conservation practices; believe there 
is added insect and weed control with use; and believe that equipment maintenance 
is no greater for conservation tillage implements than with conventional implements 
(Successful Farming, 1985). 
In the following section, the reader will find a description of soil conservation 
measures -- structures and various tillage methods which, when properly 
implemented, will decrease soil erosion and preserve productivity of the land. It 
should be noted that although the following conservation measures are very 
effective when properly applied, certain land is not suited to intensive agriculture 
production practices. Certain lands should never have been cultivated, nor should 
they now be cultivated. Steepness of the land (slope) and certain soil types need 
to be evaluated before soil conservation measures are to be adopted. 
Assistance for farm-specific conservation plan evaluation is available from the 
Soil and Water Conservation District and the Soil Conservation Service. 
Management Practices and Applications 
No-Till Systems 
These are relatively new systems that are aimed at energy conservation, as 
well as soil conservation. Advantages of no-till farming include fewer passes over 
the field, moisture conservation, and dramatic reductions in soil erosion without 
removing cropland from production. 
Permanent Vegetative Cover 
Trees, sod, or prairie grasses may be established in critical areas such as 
gullies, stream banks, ditches, and sinkholes. Significant areas of land are removed 
when reestablishing cover such as these. 
Terrace Systems 
Terracing is an erosion control measure as well as a water conservation 
practice. Terraces shorten the length of the slope down which water runs, reducing 
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Alternatively, it may be diverted and removed by ditching. This practice entails a 
high construction cost, but is very effective under many conditions. 
Field Windbreaks 
The purpose of field windbreaks is to protect large fields from exposure to the 
erosive potential of wind, and to capture and stabilize soil carried aloft from up-
wind. Windbreaks also trap snow during the winter and spring, providing a means 
to supply additional soil moisture. Large fields may benefit from being subdivided 
into several smaller fields, as the exposure to wind is diminished. 
Farmstead or Feedlot Windbreak 
A stand of trees near a farmstead or feedlot may significantly reduce the 
structure's energy costs by blocking chilling winds. A minor improvement may be 
made in the erosion of nearby fields, but this is not the primary goal of farmstead 
windbreaks. 
. Forest Tree Stand Improvement 
The aesthetic value of both public and private lands may be enhanced by a 
good stand of timber. Forest products may be harvested from these areas, yielding 
an economic return on the practice. The value of increased wildlife populations 
may be considered as a secondary benefit. Woodlands also help to control erosion 
by providing cover for the soil, and increasing the infiltration of rain. 
Shallow Water Impoundments for Wildlife 
Many low-lying areas have the potential to be developed as wetland, improving 
the populations of various game species in the immediate area. Wetlands which 
have been previously drained may be returned to their natural state to provide 
cover for ducks and other wetland animals. 
Water Impoundment Reservoirs 
The amount of water flowing through a watershed may be controlled by the 
construction of storage facilities. These facilities need not be large to be effective, 
but still may be expensive to construct. They are generally built to withstand 
floods of 100-year frequency. Such reservoirs may also serve as sediment traps in 
the upper reaches of a watershed. Sediments carried fi:om the upland are 
intercepted and deposited in the bottom of the pond, reducing downstream damage 
due to erosion and sedimentation. The impact of peak flows with only a short 
duration. may be greatly diminished. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
It has long been held that the use of the landscape and its natural resources 
is solely at the discretion of the landowner. The landowner employs the land in a 
manner which would maximize returns. Most often returns are measured in 
monetary terms. However, the use of land in a particular manner may reduce the 
returns from or value of adjacent tracts of land. In many cases this is a result of 
maximizing short term returns on a tract of land, and ignoring land quality 
degradation due to soil erosion. 
It is no longer enough for a landowner only to consider the use of his or her 
land and its natural resources as a static situation. Maximizing returns may result 
in maximum degradation. Land use is a contingent situation, meaning that there is 
an evident relationship in which the end results of a particular land use must be 
considered in its relationship with how the use will affect other lands and 
resources. 
Land use considerations must consider intangible returns such as personal 
satisfaction and public enjoyment, as well as financial and capital returns. Best 
management practices (BMP's), agreed upon by the landowners and citizens within 
an area, need to be implemented. These BMP's must take into account all of the 
possible uses and returns of a tract of land, or its resources, so that those who are 
both directly and indirectly affected by the use will benefit equally. 
From the analysis of the LCRW it has been found that some of the lands and 
natural resources are being used in a manner which is not only foregoing maximum 
total returns, but is also reducing the inherent quality of the land and its 
resources. A key area found in need of improvement is resource management: 
conserving land, water, and vegetational resources susceptible to damage and 
degradation by soil erosion. 
Effective measures to sustain the quality of life within the LCRW are wholly 
dependent upon the cooperation of the residents of this area. The recommendations 
which follow were selected to help to bring out the potentials of the LCRW. These 
potentials can realize the maximum return from the area's resources, while at the 
same time preserve their existence for the future. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE LCRW 
The following four recommendations are deemed to be first priority, for their 
implementation will help in the immediate realization of important potentials within 
the LCRW. 
I - Establish the LCRW as a Watershed District. Doing so will provide 
administrative, financial, and organizational support for projects within the 
watershed. 
2 - Establish a hydrological monitoring station on the Little Cannon River. This 
provides data and information of the river which will be useful in development 
and management of the water resources in the watershed. Data should include: 
sediment loads, water quality, and flow of the river. 
3 - Accelerate feed lot compliance efforts. Reducing the amount of waste 
entering the river will eliminate some water quality problems and will increase 
potential for fishing and recreation. 
4 - Increase participation in soil conservation programs and increase 
implementation of soil conservation measures on croplands. Soil erosion is a 
serious problem in the watershed. Conservation of soil resources will help to 
protect the future productivity of the land. 
The remaining recommendations should be implemented as resources and public 
participation permit. Several governmental agencies are currently involved in closely 
related programs, and can be of great help in meeting the following goals: 
5 - Remove highly erodible lands from intensive crop production and return to 
native grasses or trees. Reducing erosion reduces stream-borne sediment loads, 
increases both water quality and the water's suitability for a variety of uses. 
6 - Develop farm/field plans by all landowners in the LCRW. The information 
these plans provide is fundamental to sound management decisions on the part 
of the farmer/landowner. Such plans enable government agencies to better 
serve residents of the area. 
7 - Increase current educational programs related to soil conservation and land 
stewardship. Increase the availability of educational materials. Public awareness 
is necessary so that sound, productive decisions with respects to land use may 
be made with public consensus. 
8 - Establish a private well-testing program. The dependence of households on a 
single water source could become critical if such a water source were to 
become contaminated. With monitoring there is some added insurance that 
waters are safe for human consumption. 
9 - Explore the possibility of the Little Cannon River becoming a designated trout 
stream. Added recreational and possible economic potentials could result under 
proper management and promotion. 
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10 - Develop open land areas for recreation. Recreational activities are important 
to both our health and our well-being. Recreation can also prove to be 
financially rewarding for an area. Potential exists in the LCR W for canoeing 
and the development of parks and trails. 
11 - Re-evaluate zoning laws. Potential problems may result when building takes 
place in the floodplain. Sites susceptible to damage should have protective 
measures performed to prevent future damages. 
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Aerobic 
Anaerobic 
Aquifer 
Aguitards 
Artesian 
Bedrock 
GLOSSARY 
Growing only in the presence of oxygen, as aerobic organisms. 
Growing only in the absence of oxygen, as anaerobic organisms. 
A body of rock that is sufficiently permeable to ground water to yield 
economically significant quantities of water to wells or springs. 
a portion of the saturated zone that is of low permeability and will not 
provide significant quantities of water to a well or spring. 
when ground water under pressure rises above the level of the aquifer. 
igneous, metamorphic, or sedimentary rock formations, or parts of 
formations that crop out at the land surface or underlie the glacial drift. 
Biodegradable: 
Subject to decomposition by micro-organisms. 
Calcium carbonate: 
A solid, CaCO3, occurring in nature chiefly as the minerals calcite and 
aragonite. 
A soil separate consisting of particles _ 0.002 millimeters in equivalent 
diameter. 
Climax vegetation: 
Stable end vegetation capable of self-perpetuation under prevailing 
environmental conditions. 
Conservation Tillage 
Any tillage method implemented to control soil erosion by means of 
leaving a given percent crop residue from t:he previous year. 
Contour Tillage 
Cost Share 
Performing the tillage operations and planting on the contour within a 
given tolerance. 
A land improvement program funded by a group of property owners with 
the aid of various state or local institutions. 
Crop Rotation 
A planned sequence of crops growing in a regularly recurring succession 
on the same area of land, as contrasted to continuous culture of one crop 
of growing different crops in haphazard order. 
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Deciduous: 
Trees having leaves which are shed during a certain season (winter in 
temperate regions). 
Dissolved oxygen: 
The amount of oxygen dissolved in water,in parts per million (ppm) by weight, 
or in milligrams per liter (mg/I). 
Dolomite 
Drift 
Rock made of calcium and magnesium carbonate. 
Term that includes all the rock materials that were deposited by continental 
glaciers. Drift is composed of stratified and unstratified materials ranging in 
size from clay to boulders. 
Easement 
An area whereby individuals can access private property in a legal manner, 
usually a road or trail. 
Erosion 
The wearing away of the land surface by running water, wind, ice, or other 
geologic agents. Detachment or movement of soil or rock by water, wind, ice, 
or gravity. 
Evaporation: 
Conversion of a liquid to a vapor. 
Evapotranspiration: 
Water transpired by vegetation plus that evaporated from the soil; also 
consumptive use. 
Fecal coliform 
Bacterial species common in animal and human waste. 
Feedlot 
A specified area where concentrations of livestock are being fed and 
accumulations of animal waste occur, which many times have the potential to 
be pollutants ~o water resources. 
Fertilizer 
Any organic or inorganic material of natural or synthetic origin that is added 
to a soil to supply one or more elements essential to the growth of plants. 
Flood Fringe 
The outermost area flooded by a I 00 year rainfall. 
Flood Plain: 
That part of a valley outside the mainstream channel over which floodwaters 
spread. The land bordering a stream, built up of sediments from overflow of 
the stream, and subject to inundation when the stream is at flood stage. 
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Glacial 
1. Pertaining to the activities of glaciers, or to the features or materials 
produced thereby. 2. Pertaining to an ice age or a region of glaciation. 
Glacial Drift 
Rock debris that has been transported by glaciers and deposited, either 
directly from the ice or from the melt water. 
Grassed Waterways 
Areas planted to grass or other vegetation types in order to control erosion-
usually' planted where runoff from croplands intersect downslope areas. 
Ground Water 
The portion of the water below the surface of the ground whose pressure is 
greater than atmospheric. 
Gully Erosion 
The erosion process whereby water accumulates in narrow channels and over 
short periods, removes the soil from this narrow area to considerable depths, 
ranging from 1-2 feet to as much as 75-100 feet. 
Hazardous Waste 
A solid, liquid, semi-solid, or gaseous waste which, because of its toxic 
characteristics, causes health problems or damage to the environment. 
Household 
All the persons who occupy a housing unit. (By definition: the count of 
households is the same as the count of occupied housing units). 
Housing Unit 
A house, an apartment, group of rooms, or a single room occupied or intended 
for occupancy as separate living quarters. 
Hydrology 
The science dealing with the properties, distribution and flow of water on or 
in the earth. 
Infiltration 
The downward entry of water to soil for the benefit of growing crops. 
Leachate 
Liquid effluent containing soluble and suspended materials. 
Leaching 
The removal of materials in solution from the soil surface. 
Limestone 
Loam 
Rock made of calcium carbonate, often consisting of the remains of shellfish 
and other marine organisms. 
A soil textural class with relatively the same amount of sand, silt, and clay. 
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Loess 
Material transported and deposited by wind and consisting of predominantly 
silt-sized particles. 
Moraine 
A mound or ridge of unstratified glacial drift, chiefly till, deposited by d1rect 
action of glacier ice. 
Nonpoint Source Pollution 
Pollution resulting from dispersed sources which cannot be pinpointed at a 
specific location. 
Outwash 
Sand and gravel deposited by meltwater streams in front of the margin of an 
active glacier. 
Perm ea bili ty 
Measure of a materials ability to transmit water. 
Porosity 
Volume of open spaces in rock or soil. 
Raindrop erosion 
Soil splash resulting from the energy impact of raindrops on the soil. 
Residuum 
Soil formed in place by the decomposition of rocks. 
Rill Erosion 
An erosion process in which numerous small channels several inches in depth 
are formed; it occurs mainly on recently cultivated soils. 
Row crops 
Crops planted in rows ie, corn, soybeans, etc. 
Runoff 
The portion of precipitation on an area that is discharged from the area 
through stream channels. That which is lost without entering the soil is called 
surface runoff, and that which enters the soil before reaching the stream is 
called ground water runoff or seepage flow from ground water. 
A soil particle between 0.05 and 2.0 millimeters in diameter. 
Sandstone 
Rock made when sand grains are held together by iron, calcium, silica or other 
chemical cement. 
Sedimentation 
Deposition of waterborne sediments due to a decrease in velocity and 
corresponding reduction in the size and amount of sediment which is carried. 
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Separate Living Quarters 
Occupants live and eat separately from other persons in the building and have 
direct access from the outside of the building through a common hall. 
A soil separate consisting of particles between 0.05 and 0.002 millimeters in 
diameter. 
Siltation 
Slope 
Accumulations of silt occurring mainly on flat or low sloping land and 
depressions. 
Degree of deviation of a surface from the horizontal, usually expressed in per 
cent or degrees. 
The unconsolidated mineral material on the immediate surface of the earth that 
is separated into horizons and that may serve as a natural medium for plant 
growth. 
Soil Texture 
Classification of soil by the proportion of three size groups of soil grains, i.e., 
sand, silt, and clay, present in the soil. 
Surficial 
Pertaining to or lying in or on the surface. 
Surface Water 
Water stored on or flowing over the surface of the soil. 
Terrace 
A horizontal embankment along the contour of a hillside, built to conserve 
moisture or reduce erosion by breaking the continuity of the slope. 
Tributary 
Any stream that contributes water to another stream. 
Turbidity 
Water cloudiness due to algae or suspended solids. 
Volatile 
Any substance that can be converted to a gaseous form, thereby escaping into 
the environment. 
Watershed 
Area drained by a stream and its tributaries. 
Water Table 
The upper level of the saturated zone ground water. 
Wisconsin Age 
Pertaining to the classical fourth glacial stage of the Pleistocene Epoch in 
North America. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A - Feedlot Regulations in Force 
ARTICLE 5: CONFINED FEEDLOT REGULATIONS 
SECTION 1. CONFINED FEEDLOTS GENERALLY 
No person shall permit or allow their land or property under their control to 
be used for any confined feedlots, and no animal manure from any confined 
feedlot shall be disposed of within the County of Goodhue, except at an 
operation which has been approved in accordance with the provisions of this 
section. 
SECTION 2. ADOPTION BY REFERENCE OF ST A TE REGULATIONS 
Pursuant to M.S.A. 394.25 Subdivision 8 the Goodhue County Board of 
Commissioners hereby by reference Minnesota Code of Agency Rules Section 
4.8051 Rules for the Control of Pollution from Animal Feedlots. Provisions of 
these rules shall be as much a part of this Ordinance as if they had been set 
out in full herein when adopted by this reference. 
SECTION 3. EXEMPT FROM REGULATION 
Subd. 1. 
Subd. 2. 
Any confined feeding operation of ten (10) animal units or less when 
in conformance with all provisions of this Ordinance shall be exempt 
from this Article. 
Nothing in this Article shall exempt any owner or operator of any 
feedlot from conforming with applicable state or federal regulations 
governing confined feeding operations, or any other provisions of 
this Ordinance. 
SECTION 4. APPLICATION PROCEDURE 
Applications for locating a confined feeding operation in Goodhue County shall be 
governed by the following procedures: 
Subd. 1. The owner of a proposed or existing animal feedlot for greater than 
ten (10) animal units shall make application to the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency for a permit. Subd. 2.Feedlot application 
forms may be obtained at the Goodhue County Planning and Zoning 
Office. Subd. 3.Feedlot applications shall be required when any of 
the following conditions exist: 
A. A new animal feedlot is proposed. 
B. A change in operation of an existing animal feedlot is 
proposed. 
C. Ownership of an existing feedlot is changed. 
D. A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permit application is required under state or federal rules and 
regulations. 
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SECTION 5. CONDITIONS FOR REVIEWING FEEDLOTS REQUIRING A 
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 
Prior to approving a Conditional Use Permit for a confined feeding operation, 
the county shall review the impact of the feedlot and its effect on the 
neighborhood and environment. The review shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following conditions: 
Subd. l. 
Subd. 2. 
Subd. 3. 
Subd. 4. 
The size of the operation and type of animal raised in the operation. 
The method of spreading or incorporating manure from the feedlot. 
The measures which will be taken to minimize odor at the feedlot 
site and during the disposal of manure. 
The method of disposal of dead, dying or diseased animals. 
SECTION 6. PROHIBITED FEEDLOT LOCATIONS 
New animal feedlots shall be prohibited in the following locations: 
Subd. 1. 
Subd. 2. 
Within one (1) mile of any municipality unless located within the 
farmyard. 
Within one quarter (1/4) miles, if less than three hundred (300) 
animal units, or within one-half (1/2) miles if more than three 
hundred (300) animal units, of all residential districts. 
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APPENDIX B - Groundwater Protection Regulation 
Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota 
I Pollution Department Department Control or of Natural 
Activit~ Agenc~ Health Resour!;:es LQcal 
I Disposal of solid waste X 
Installation, operation, and X (X) 
I maintenance of individual sewer systems 
I Operation of animal feedlots X (X) Disposal of waste or surplus X X 
I 
waters in wells or sumps 
Construction of abandonment X (X) . 
of water wells 
I Construction, operation, and X 
abandonment of oil and gas 
I wells Drilling and abandonment of X 
I 
exploratory holes 
Spreading, disposal, and storage X 
on the land of substances that 
I may cause groundwater pollution, . including placement in holding 
structures 
I Discharge of polluting X substances into water and air 
I Mining, quarrying, and other X excavating activities 
Handling and storage of • I liquids, including installation and operation of tanks, pipe-
lines, and sewers 
I Irrigation X X 
I Artificial recharge X 
I (Continued ... ) X Regulation of activity (X) Option of local authority 
* Authority but no rule 
I 
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Appendix B Continued ... 
Activity 
Management of groundwater 
levels and pumping rates 
Storage of solids, liquids, and 
gases underground 
Appropriation of water 
Adoption of zoning and 
building ordinances and 
regulation 
Reporting and clean-up 
of accidental spills 
X Regulation of activity 
(X) Option of local authority 
* Authority but no rule 
Minnasota 
Pollution 
Control 
Agency 
X 
X 
X 
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Minnesota Minnesota· 
Department Department 
of of Natural 
Health Resources Local 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(Hickok et al.; 1986) 
